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Re/Max Equity Group Opens New Office
by bentley gilbert
The RE/MAX Equity Group, Inc. balloon
will soon be rising along I-5 near the Market
St. exit at 1860 Hawthorne Ave. NE. RE/
MAX has seen such growth that it has
decided to open a second location to better
serve the Salem real estate market. Its
current Salem office is located at 340 Vista
Ave. SE, near Commercial St. SE. RE/MAX
Equity Group has over 1,300 brokers in 20
offices located in Portland, Salem and Bend,
Oregon and SW Washington.
John Lee, Principal Broker who manages
the Salem offices, gave the Salem Business
Journal some details that showed how
sales growth made the additional office a
good decision. The RE/MAX Equity Group
Salem office saw increased business of over
66% in dollar volume, per Willamette Valley
Multiple Listing Service figures in 2005 over
2004. This more than doubles the WVMLS
overall dollar volume increase of 31%.

Lee came to RE/MAX Equity Group’s
Salem office in 2004, following 16 years of
real estate experience in the Portland area.
One of his principal tasks is to recruit top
brokers to the Salem offices. Recently, high
producing brokers, Donna Miller and Rick
and Ande Hofmann associated themselves
with RE/MAX to benefit from the many
tools and services that will help them
increase their business.
Current brokers are enthusiastic about
the company. “Joining RE/MAX has given
us the freedom to grow our business,” said
Roger Elliott of The Elliott Team. “The tools
and support from RE/MAX make this a wise
decision for any Realtor looking to move to
the next level in their business,” he said.
“Everywhere I go people are talking about
RE/MAX,” added Vic Smith of The Smith
Team. “We are making a big impact in the
Salem market,” Don Meyer says, “We just
love the positive environment and excitement
at RE/MAX Equity Group.” Referring to a

Striving to be the Vanguard
of Salem Real Estate
By michael patrick o’connor
When it comes to the Salem real estate
market, Coldwell Banker Mountain West
Real Estate, Incorporated wants to remain
a trailblazer. Guiding that process is its
president Peter Rogers, a jocular man of
Scots-Irish descent whose good humor does
not get in the way of serious business.
Coldwell Banker Mountain West has
served the Salem area for more than thirty
years. Mr. Rogers has been working with
homebuyers and home sellers for almost
as long. He got his start in the San Diego
area and made a Coldwell Banker companyowned office the top profit-making office in
the nation back in the mid-1980s when entry
level Rancho Sante Fe addresses started at
one million dollars.
In 1986, Coldwell Banker Mountain West
was the top affiliated office in the country
and Mr. Rogers was wooed to Salem to work
alongside its leader Larry Tokarski who now

serves the local community as a real estate
developer. There is no leadership vacuum
as Mr. Rogers has come to rely on a troika of
women to help him guide a real estate office
that boasts more than 140 associates and a
staff of roughly twenty.
Much of the day-to-day operations at
Coldwell
B a n k e r
Mountain
West are in the
capable hands
of Executive
V i c e President Jeri
L. Scott, VicePresident of
Operations
M a r l e n e
Peter Rogers
(c0ntinued on page  )
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chapter in the book, Everybody Wins: The
Story and Lessons Behind RE/MAX, by Phil
Harkins and Keith Holliman (Wiley 2005),
Lee noted that the company founder, Dave
Liniger, emphasized the slogan that “One
log makes a lousy fire.” The idea is that the
more RE/MAX brokers and offices there
are, the more everyone benefits. (RE/MAX
Equity Group is an independent company
owned by the RE/MAX founders, Liniger
and his wife Gail.) That notion has grown
into a concept called Premier Market
Presence. Its components are (1) market
share, (2) brand name awareness, (3)
customer satisfaction, (4) quality associates
and (5) community service.
The value of PMP is reflected in some of the
things local RE/MAX agents say. “Joining
RE/MAX Equity Group is the single best
business decision I made in my real estate
career,” said Craig Evans of The Craig Evans
Team, “RE/MAX has it all, the strongest
compensation plan in the industry, the tools

and support services to allow our team to
excel.” “The training courses were great,”
said Don Meyer, “I met super people and
learned so much. Well worth my time, and
all free.” Janis King Melsha notes, “The
(c0ntinued on page )

Market Update & Forecast
Luncheon February 7th
Coldwell Banker Commercial Mountain
West Real Estate, LLC is pleased to announce
their 20th Annual Commercial Real Estate
2005 Market Update and 2006 Forecast
and Luncheon to be held on February 7,
2006 at the new Salem Conference Center
from 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
This event is widely recognized as the
leading forum for Commercial Real Estate
trends, statistics and forecast information
for planned projects.   Market Specialists
will share information on leasing and sales
activity for 2005 and a forecast of activity
for 2006. The Coldwell Banker Commercial
Mountain West Real Estate, LLC presenters
will be:

Office Specialist
Curt Arthur, Principal Broker, SIOR

Multi-Family Specialist
Jamie Martinson, Broker

Industrial Specialist
Jennifer Hand, Broker

Retail Specialist
Jennifer Martin, Broker
In addition, there will be a special
presentation by Salem Mayor, Janet Taylor.
Reservations are required. For an
invitation, please call 503-588-3508.
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John Lee in Martin Bros. crane
inspecting the new sign angle

Don’t miss our
year end
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PHONE: 503.365.9544

310 Court Street NE
Salem • 503-363-9292
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Outstanding Agents! Outstanding Results!

www.EquityGroup.com

John Lee

Chris Aldrich

Amy Allen

Dawn Allen

Adrianne Almond

Stan Amundson

Roz Anderson

Peggy Bean

Bob Bjurstrom

Jake Buckendorf

Carl Camenzind

Lynette Carr

Sharon Champagne

Dowe DeJong

Pam Elliot

Roger Elliott

Trevor Elliott

Eric Elrod

Mike Evans

Patricia Everhart

Karen Ferrell

Dovie Foster-Pulver
Unlicensed Assistant

Principal Broker

Karen Fox

Jodi Frost

London Ginsler

Jim Hansen

John Hatch

Ande Hofmann

Rick Hofmann

Chris Holmes

Sharlean Holmes

Adam Holstege

Paul Holstege

Matt Holstege

Kimberly Hyatt

Brenda James

Teresa James

Bill Kidder

Matt Killen

Jean Lay

Peggy LeGrande

Penny Long

Don Madsen

Andre Makarenko

Tanya Makarenko

Russ Martini

Clint Melsha

Janis King Melsha

Donna Miller

Melissa Miotke

Linda Molson

Phyllis Murray

Andy Nguyan

Michael O’Rielly

Lyssa Patterson

Sylvia Perry

Venessa Riley

Gerardo Rincon

Dale Ropp

Roger Ross

Shelly Samson

Mitch Teal

Darin Smith

Rachel Smith

Victor Smith

Craig Snitker

Jim Sparkman

Marsha Spring

Irma Stewart

Tom Stutzman

Debra Susee-Ventura

Al Tindle

Kristy Tindle

Donna Toline

Countee Troupe

Tania Turnell

Principal Broker

Don Meyer

Prinicipal Broker

Principal Broker

Principal Broker

Principal Broker

Unlicensed Assistant

Principal Broker

Principal Broker

Principal Broker

Principal Broker

Principal Broker

Angie Brock

Craig Evans

Principal Broker

Principal Broker

Principal Broker

Laura Rapp

Principal Broker

Brokers not pictured above: Ron Lambert & Bruce Peeples

All persons listed above are brokers unless otherwise
noted.
Independently Owned and Operated.
Sharon Walsh

Ken Weese

Heidi White

Carrie Williams

Nikki Weiner

Lisa Zielinski

How Do We Do It?
At RE/MAX, we know something about success. After all, we have enjoyed more than 30 years – more than 380
consecutive months – of growth. In fact, we have gained more Sales Associates in the last 10 years than some of our
national competitors have in their entire lifetimes.
How we do it? We recruit top agents and help them become more successful than they ever imagined, through our
outstanding support and services.
Why not talk to us today about changing your life and your business for the better?

RE/MAX. Outstanding Agents. Outstanding Results.

Independently Owned & Operated

Welcome New Agents

Rick Hofmann

Ande Hofmann
Principal Broker

Dowe DeJong

London Ginsler

To join this great team
call John Lee,
Principal Broker,
for a confidential
interview at
503-371-5103
Donna Miller
Principal Broker

For 2005 113,6000 Associates
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Focus on Real Estate - Part II

Sound Mortgage Choices in a Rising-Rate Environment
by larry washington
Rising interest rates have been making
headlines lately. Look a little closer and you
will also see that shorter-term rates—such
as those used as benchmarks for popular
adjustable-rate mortgages (ARMs)—have
been rising faster than longer-term rates.
The narrowing of the “spread” between
rates on ARMs and fixed-rate mortgages has
potentially significant financial implications
for anyone shopping for a new mortgage,
as well as for homeowners who currently
have an ARM and are concerned about the
impact of higher rates.
The good news is that interest rates are still
relatively low by historical standards, giving
nervous ARM holders a chance to refinance
and lock in reasonable fixed rates. Locking
in a fixed-rate loan is an increasingly
attractive option for some homeowners,
since a flattening yield curve has pushed
up rates on many ARMs to the point where
they are only a hair lower than fixed-rate
options.
And for some homeowners,
having an adjustable-rate mortgage is the
right mortgage for them (for example, if
they expect to be in the home for only a
few years, or if they think they may be able
to pre-pay some principal periodically to
reduce the balance on which ARM interest
is calculated).
Homeowners exposed to the risk of
rising ARM payments should consider the
features of various types of mortgages that
can provide financial flexibility and a buffer
against subsequent rate hikes. Assessing
your personal situation now, before rates
move higher, allows you to manage your real
estate ownership and personal liabilities
while staying on track to achieve long-term
financial goals.
Shrinking Interest-Rate Advantages
If you took out an ARM back in 2000, your
interest rate—and monthly payments—
shrunk as the value of your home likely
shot skyward. Indeed, ARMs were big
bargains for homebuyers during most of the
current real estate boom. The rate on ARMs
dropped steadily as the Federal Reserve
cut the short-term federal funds rate from
6.5% in January 2001 to a low of 1% by
June 2003. The average rate on a one-year
ARM over that same period fell nearly four
percentage points—from 7% in late 2000 to
3% by early 2004.
In June 2004, however, the Federal
Reserve reversed course and began hiking
rates to fight potential inflation. After a
dozen quarter-point hikes over the next 16
(Re/Max c0ntinued from page )

support in marketing is fantastic. We get
referrals every day and business couldn’t be
better.”
Lee is enjoying his work in Salem.” He
appreciates the Salem Association of
Realtors, and the efforts of SEDCOR and
the Salem Chamber of Commerce to create
a positive business climate in Salem. “It is
exciting to be here. The opportunities are
endless,” Lee said.
Lee’s goal is to create a great working
environment at RE/MAX Equity Group
in Salem, with the highest standards for
brokers. It will become a place that is, as
the hot air balloon illustrates (the RE/MAX
motto), “Above the Crowd.”

months, the federal funds rate was back up
to 4% by November 2005. The six-month
London InterBank Offering Rate (LIBOR),
on which many ARMs are based, nearly
quadrupled from 1.16% in March 2004 to
4.6% by November 2005, while the average
interest rate on a one-year ARM rose from
3.0% to 4.5%.
As the Fed boosted short-term rates by 3%,
longer-term interest rates such as the yield
on the 10-year Treasury note—a popular
benchmark for fixed-rate mortgages—barely
budged. The quicker rise in shorter maturities
has resulted in a flattening of the yield curve
and a shrinking of the once substantial
interest-rate advantage offered by ARMs
versus fixed-rate mortgages. For example, in
2003, the rate on a one-year ARM was 2.5%
lower than the average fixed rate; by late
2005, the spread between the ARM and the
fixed rate had narrowed to 1.25%.
Weighing Fixed-Rate Timeframes
A traditional rule of thumb that is still
appropriate for most homebuyers and
owners who are weighing mortgage options
is to match the time you expect to own a
property with the period of time that the rate
is fixed. For example, if you expect to own
a home or investment property for less than
five years, an ARM with a rate that is fixed
for the first five years and adjusts thereafter
might be appropriate and give you sufficient

insulation from rising rates. If you plan to
own a home for the long haul, a longer-term
fixed rate might be a better choice.
With such a small rate differential between
short- and long-term rates, it costs relatively
little to be conservative and lock in the rate
for a longer period if you are uncertain how
long you will own the property. While a
one-year ARM may have been a winning
proposition in a falling-rate environment,
the opposite is true as rates rise.
If you currently have an ARM that is nearing
the end of the fixed-rate period, consider
locking in a fixed long-term rate. You may
be comfortable with the idea of fluctuating
payments and rates on your ARM, but you
should calculate the real dollar impact they
will have on your cash-flow situation and
long-term financial goals.
Maintaining Cash-Flow Flexibility
The right mortgage for your needs depends
not only on rates, but also on the specific
loan terms. In today’s lending market, there
are many varieties of mortgages and tailored
solutions—from interest-only products to
short- and long-term loans. Interest-only
loans are available as both fixed-rate and
adjustable-rate loans and allow for cash-flow
flexibility since borrowers are only required
to pay interest each month. However,
you could also pay the loan according to a
standard amortizing schedule and pay only

interest when you need extra cash.
Another source of cash is a home equity
line of credit. Although home equity rates
have moved sharply higher, interest on
most forms of home equity debt is typically
tax-deductible, making it competitive with
other borrowing options. Home equity
lines generally are inexpensive to establish
and can be particularly helpful as a ready
source of funds in the event of unforeseen
circumstances.d
However, you should
always consider your ability to pay off a line
of credit before you establish one.
A home mortgage is one of the largest
debts you are likely to incur. The right
option for you needs to consider your entire
financial picture, lifestyle and goals. It can
also potentially improve your cash flow, free
up resources for other financial goals and
increase your potential tax deductions.
Larry Washington is the Chairman and CEO of
Merrill Lynch Credit Corporation
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Wellin and Controller Susan Conover.
However, that doesn’t make Mr. Rogers a
titular head. He is more than the face and
voice of the company that can be seen and
heard on a DVD explaining the benefits
of Coldwell Banker Mountain West’s
Lifetime Homecare Service. The program
was introduced five years ago and offers
homebuyers basic handyman services for
life—a great selling point for a functional
illiterate like me or for most people whose
lives are too busy to be waiting around for a
plumber to show up during a nebulous four
hour window to fix a leaking faucet.
The Lifetime Homecare Service guarantee
offers a host of services that are too numerous
to list here but includes among other things
the repairing of: wall holes from door knob
intrusion (painting is not included), fixing
loose towel racks, changing of hard-to-reach
light bulbs and repairing leaking toilets at
water connection points. According to Mr.
Rogers, Coldwell Banker Mountain West
employs three full-time technicians that
serve Salem and appointments set for nine
in the morning take place at nine in the
morning. The $295.00 documentation fee
the company charges its clients offsets the
cost of the program.
Mr. Rogers and Coldwell Banker Mountain
West are poised for growth in 2006 as the
company intends to hire upwards of fifty
new associates this year. With such an
ambitious addition to its ranks, I had to ask
him about the so-called real estate bubble
touted by countless talking heads and media
pundits. Here was his candid and detailed
response:
“There is no such thing as a bubble in real

estate. That’s stock talk. Real estate is a
local market. There are areas in the country
where prices haven’t gone up at all. There
are areas like California where everybody’s
in Dreamland. Bubble talk is financial
people talking. Salem has been very steadily
appreciating, nothing remarkable but very,
very nice. We see local residential prices
increasing about eight percent in 2006.
Meanwhile friends in Southern California
predict prices will be down ten percent. If
you buy Microsoft stock in New York, it’s the
same price in L.A., but the cost of housing is
different everywhere. So you can’t generalize
with the Bubble Philosophy. I think all the
people who came up with the Bubble Theory
are all the ones who are upset they didn’t
buy more houses. Real estate is a function
to a large degree of the value of the dollar.
It’s self-correcting. As the dollar value goes
down, hard assets like real estate go up.”
Mr. Rogers is also proud of Coldwell Banker
Mountain West’s marketing guarantee that
promises to advertise one’s home until it
sells by using various channels that include
the Statesman Journal and several key
websites. Company literature proudly touts
spending hundreds of thousands of dollars
marketing homes annually.
In order to remain a frontrunner in the real
estate business, Coldwell Banker Mountain
West intends to launch a new program by
mid-year that will make virtual tours on
the web look archaic. Instead of providing
potential homebuyers with a 360-degree
view of a property from only a few rooms,
Coldwell Banker Mountain West is working
with a professional photographer to capture
the entire home from the buyer’s eye with
upwards of forty shots of each property.
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Focus on Real Estate - Part II

Use Your Home for Financial
Flexibility

Flipping for Profit
By the elliott team at re/max
Most people have heard the term “flipping”
a home. There are even TV shows now, such
as “Flip This House” on the A&E television
network, that feature the process of
purchasing a home to fix up and then putting
it back on the market to sell at a profit. It’s
a trend that appears to be sweeping the
nation. However, beware of some of the
pitfalls. Like any good investment, there are
risks.
Before making any decision on a home, be
sure to do your research. Become an expert
in the neighborhood and know the current
real estate trends. Communities differ as far
as the demand for homes and may vary in the
length of time it takes to find a buyer once
the home is fixed up. The general idea is to
buy and sell these homes quickly, so if you
find a home that looks like it has potential,
be sure to also do the homework on the area.
The old adage is that “time is money”, so if
you end up sitting on a home you’ve fixed up
as you try to find a buyer, it may eat away at
profits as you cover any monthly payments
on loans, extended credit, etc. One good
source of information may be from the local
Realtors in any given area. They should be
able to help with questions about general
market trends and pricing.
Once you’ve found a home and an area,
it will also be helpful to have a good
understanding of the kinds of renovations

that will most likely increase the value of a
home and the amenities that are important
to buyers. Don’t waste time and money
on things that may not be desirable to
the majority of buyers. This may include
keeping colors fairly neutral. A person can
spend thousands of dollars on an elaborate
landscaping project for the backyard, but it
may not be worth the expense and time if it
doesn’t significantly add to the value of the
home. A lot of buyers are quite savvy these
days and do their research when comparing
homes on the market. They know what they
want and are looking to get the most for
their money.
As you get into the remodeling or fix up,
don’t forget that some projects may require
permits. Be prepared ahead of time. In your
plan, we suggest setting aside extra money
for incidentals. There always seems to be
unexpected repairs or expenses that come
up. For example with dry-rot, sometimes
it’s almost impossible to know the extent of
repairwork until after the floors are taken up
and/or the siding removed. Even with home
inspections, there are limits as to what they
can see, so it’s a good idea to be prepared for
some of the unforeseen problems that can
arise.
Even though it can be difficult, try to
maintain a tight budget. Every expenditure

by larry washington
For the more than 76 million individuals
born in the U.S. between 1946 and 1964,
planning ahead can become a much more
challenging task as parents age and children
enter college. Just as they are busy with
careers and focused on providing for their
own retirement needs, boomers are feeling
an intergenerational tug on their purse
strings as bills accumulate for health care
and housing for their parents, as well as for
their kids’ tuition. Additionally, with the
sharp rise in home prices over the past five
years, a growing number of adult children
are turning to their parents for help with
financing their first home.
With demands for cash coming from
every direction, where can members of the
sandwich generation turn for solutions?
Fortunately for these boomers, several
options for managing cash flow and boosting
liquidity can be found no further than their
front door. Finding the right mortgage and
managing home equity wisely can add much
needed flexibility for responding to shifting
financial needs.
Attending to Two Generations
Raising kids and caring for parents
simultaneously can be a time-consuming
and costly endeavor. According to the

American Association of Retired Persons
(AARP), there are an estimated 44.4 million
unpaid caregivers in the U.S. who care for
another adult age 18 or older. Most of these
caregivers are employed, and most have
had to make adjustments to their work
schedule to accommodate their personal
responsibilities. Meanwhile, college costs
continue to rise at about double the pace of
overall inflation. The College Board reports
that the average cost of one year at a fouryear public university totaled $15,566 for
the 2005-2006 school year; for private
colleges and universities, that figure jumps
to $31,916.
Ideally, savings and investments will cover
the costs of college, and the assets of aging
parents will offset the financial burdens
of paying for their professional care and
medical attention. But unfortunately, that
is a best-case scenario, and even for affluent
families life is seldom so simple.
Help From Home Equity
One of the first and easiest steps any
homeowner can take to ensure that liquidity
needs will not go unmet is to establish a
home equity line of credit. A home equity
line can allow you to tap into the equity in
(Continued on Page )

(Continued on Page )

CONTRACT
SERVICING

CONTRACT SERVICING has over 40 years of experience
and can save time and effort in administering sellerfinanced notes.
We service the following:
• Seller Carry-Back Notes
• Promissory Notes
• Mortgages
• Land Contracts
• Installment Notes
• And more…
Benefits
• Neutral third party servicing and record keeping for those
buying or selling “on contract”
• An experienced staff of professionals
• Easy access to account on-line at
www.contractservicing.com
• Automated funds transfers
• Competitive fee structure

Get set up forms and learn more at
www.contractservicing.com!
Or call 800-523-9784
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CBAC Authoried Lender Program
Launched
CBA Commercial, LLC (CBAC), a
commercial
mortgage
finance
firm
specializing
in
the
purchase
and
securitization of small balance multifamily,
commercial and mixed-use mortgage
loans, announced today that it has finalized
partnership agreements with 35 lenders
to participate in the newly launched “CBAC
Authorized Lender” Program. The small
balance commercial mortgage loan program
is now being offered to banks, financial
institutions and mortgage companies through
a Web portal that allows lenders to easily and
cost effectively complete the loan process.
CBA Commercial Executive Vice President
and CIO Craig Knutson explained, “The
streamlined Web portal that we offer our
lending partners makes it very easy for
them to process multifamily, mixed-use and
commercial mortgage loans. We offer Webbased pre-qualification and help manage the
loan underwriting, due diligence, third-party
services and closing. Our program provides
standardized documents and minimizes the
risk to our partners by reducing required
loan level reps and warranties. As a result,
our partners now have the confidence
and flexibility to expand their customer
relationships and generate additional fee
income.”
“Our new lenders are also finding the
partnership rewarding because CBA
Commercial does not compete with our

program lenders. We invest in our partners’
success,” added Komperda.
The CBAC Authorized Lender Program
features loan amounts from $100,000 up to
$3,000,000; multifamily, office, retail, light
industrial and mixed-use property types;
full and stated documentation; average
FICO scores of 675; 2-, 3-, 5-, 7- and 10-year
ARM products (fixed period – then resets to
6 month LIBOR); 30-year final maturities
and 30-year amortization.
Financial institutions and mortgage
lenders interested in learning more about
the CBAC Authorized Lender Program can
submit a request for more information via
the CBAC Authorized Lender section of the
company’s Web site (www.cbaloans.com) or
call CBAC at (877) 733-1430.
CBA Commercial, LLC is a specialty
commercial mortgage finance firm that
acquires and securitizes small balance
multifamily, commercial and mixed-use
mortgage loans. The company draws on
the experience and expertise of its founding
partners, CBA Receivables, LLC, a residential
mortgage securitization firm and Cheslock,
Bakker & Associates, LLC, a leading real
estate merchant bank. CBA Commercial
senior management has been involved
for over 30 years in the development,
standardization and securitization of
various types of specialty mortgages and
other innovative financial asset classes.

Eschelon Acquires Oregon
Telecom
by Michael Patrick O’Connor
As this month’s Salem Business Journal
went to press, Salem-based Oregon Telecom
agreed to be acquired by Minneapolis,
Minnesota-based Eschelon Telecom in an
all cash deal worth $20 million.
“We have an excellent fit from the
geographic standpoint. For us, it was an
ideal match,” said Oregon Telecom Chief
Executive Officer Jeff Raines.
Oregon
Telecom recently opened its first office in
Bellingham, Washington under the name
Washington Telecom to add to existing
operations along the I-5 corridor. Although
based in the upper Midwest, Eschelon’s
presence is concentrated in the Western
states of Oregon, Washington, California,
Nevada, Arizona, Utah and Colorado.
Raines added that the deal would allow
Oregon Telecom to expand product lines for
customers.
Oregon Telecom has, to this point,
been a privately-held company that
purchases telephone services (e.g. copper
wire, switches) from the likes of Quest
Communications, Verizon, Sprint and
others at wholesale rates and then acts
as a reseller to small and medium sized
business customers. Its subscribers receive
everything from local and long distance
services, Internet access and calling cards.
Eschelon Telecom is publicly-held
and actually owns telephone-switching
equipment along with transmission lines.
Oregon Telecom has roughly 90 employees
while Eschelon employs more than 1,100

(FLIPPING Continued from Page )

For Lease

Office Space:
Equitable Building – 7th Floor -1,690 sq ft $1.62 psf full service w/base year
Spinnaker Place – 1st & 2nd floor 900 sq ft, 2320 sq ft $1.65 psf full service w/base
year
333 High Street – beautiful downtown building office space available just steps
away from Nordstrom
Ratcliff Professional Center – 700-1,439 sq ft $1.40 psf full service w/o janitorial
Industrial:
Burlingham Business Park – Progress Way – Woodburn
1,000 – 7,000 sq ft of flex office, showroom, warehouse, & industrial space roll up
doors. Call for Rates
Central Oregon:
Retail & Office Property Available For Lease – Sisters and Redmond

For Sale

Office Buildings – Westvale Professional Center
2240 West 2nd Street – 5,340 sq ft former medical clinic $675,000.00
250 Hill Street – 3,200 sq ft investment property $425,000.00
270 Hill Street – 3,200 sq ft income property $426,120.00
Downtown Retail – 260 Liberty $927,500.00
Land:
4.63 Acres – Hickory Street N Albany, Across from new Rays Market $5 psf
1.25 Acres – Across from Super Walmart, Woodburn $16 psf

Call Today for Details and To Schedule Property Tours!!!
All Listings Exclusively represented by Elaine Gesik, Broker, 1st Premier Properties LLC
503-586-7402. Partial Listing: for more properties view www.1st-premier.com.

is potentially taking away from profit. If
one of the objectives is to have a quickturn-around, but the person runs out of
cash and/or exceeds the funds from a
construction loan, it may keep the person
from finishing the project. A home should
be in good condition with repairs complete
before going on the market to get top dollar.
Besides, if a buyer is purchasing a home and
getting a loan, the lender will also require
the home to meet certain lending criteria.
Last, but not least, don’t forget there may
be tax considerations on profit made from
flipping a home. It’s a good idea to check
with your accountant beforehand, to best
plan for this.
If you would like more information, please
contact The Elliott Team at Re/Max. We
would be happy to help you.

telecom and Internet professionals. It is
unclear how the deal will affect payrolls.
Reaction to the move was swift and
congratulatory. Recently retired Strategic
Economic
Development
Corporation
(SEDCOR) President Larry Glassock said,
“You got to give Jeff a real pat on the back
for being a builder in the telecom industry.
We hope through this process that Jeff as
an innovator and entrepreneur stays in the
area to benefit our economy.” Glassock also
suggested that additional financial backing
from Eschelon would benefit Oregon
Telecom’s existing customer base.
The Salem Business Journal will take an
expanded look at the Oregon Telecom story
and its acquisition in the March issue of the
paper.

SELCO’s Annual
Food Drive Brings
in 915 lbs of Food
The proud staff at SELCO Community
Credit Union announced that nine hundred
and fifteen pounds of food and $133.55 was
raised by their nine branches. The credit
union partnered with local food banks
in Benton, Lane, Linn, Marion, Polk and
Deschutes counties to bring holiday meals
to local families in need.
“The holiday season is especially difficult
for families in need,” said Bonnie Larson,
Director of Marketing. “SELCO’s annual
food drive is one
way we try to
make it a little
easier.”
S E L C O
partnered
with
local food banks
to place food
barrels in every
branch. Members
and
employees
donated
food
to the barrels for the entire month of
December.
SELCO Community Credit Union is a
not-for-profit consumer and business
cooperative established in 1936 when local
teachers and school employees pooled their
funds together in a shoe box to offer each
other loans in times of need. It now serves
over 70,000 members in Benton, Deschutes,
Lane, Linn, Marion, and Polk counties.

Loan Officers Wanted
Part time or full time.
No experience necessary. Will train.
Potential income up to $100K per year.
Visit www.MidValleyHomeLoans.com
or, call Steve at 971-219-9489
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Annexation: Good for Development
Did you know that there are nearly
40 parcels of land in Marion County
that are either totally surrounded
by propertythat is inside the Salem
city limits or that the property
owners have agreed to annex into the
city limits in exchange for city
water and sewer? Of course these
parcels are inside the Urban Growth
Boundary. But even while many have
been
receiving
city
services
for
over 20 years, they remain only in
Marion
County,
paying
no
city
property taxes that support police, fire,
streets, pools, etc.
As
your
Mayor
and
Councilors
continue to identify methods to help the
city to be more efficient, the issue
of annexing these parcels became
apparent as the needed next step in
smoothing out our fire, police, and

code
enforcement
activities
to
provide equal coverage to next door
neighbors or those across the street.
To annex these properties requires
a referral to the Salem voters which
will occur in September of 2006.
The requirement for a public vote on
annexations was the result of a ballot
measure that was passed in May of
2000. There is a monetary charge
by Marion County and the cost of
mailing
out
fact
sheets
to
the
voters to place these parcels on the
ballot, but since most of these
parcel are already developed, the
offsetting
property
taxes,
and
liquor and cigarette taxes based on
population will make up for much of
the cost within a reasonable period
of time. In additiion, by removing
the gaps in our city boundaries it

(FLEXIBILITY Continued from Page )

your home with the simplicity of writing a
check to cover tuition, health care costs or
other pressing expenses. Interest on home
equity lines is generally tax-deductible, as
opposed to the interest on credit card debt,
auto loans or most other forms of personal
credit.
Even if it is just to bridge cash-flow gaps,
establishing a home equity line of credit
can be a useful tool. Because it generally is
inexpensive to set up, it is best to establish
one before you need it. However, you should
always consider your ability to pay off a line
of credit before you establish one.
If you are still carrying a mortgage on your
home or an investment property, another
solution for managing cash flow needs is to
give yourself some latitude in your monthly
mortgage payments. One way is to obtain
a mortgage that only requires you to pay
interest each month. There are interestonly mortgages available with rates that
are fixed—a potentially attractive feature in
today’s rising-rate environment. You can
make fully amortizing payments including
principal, or you can just pay interest, which
provides you with some financial leeway
when cash is tight.
Depending on the health and other
physical circumstances of a parent, it may
be necessary to make some major changes
to living arrangements. Elderly parents may
need to move into an assisted living facility
or a nursing home for access to aroundthe-clock care, or they may simply need
occasional visits from a home health care
provider. Some parents are even moving in
with their adult children.
Assuming your parents have a home with
substantial equity, there are a number
of options to consider when faced with
the need to make major expenditures for
their long-term care. Although it may be
a delicate issue, one option is to sell their
home and either downsize to a home more
appropriately sized for their needs or use
the proceeds to pay for long-term care and/
or residence in an assisted living or nursing

care environment. Depending on the value
of the home and the level of parental assets,
there could be estate tax implications you
will want to discuss with tax and financial
professionals.
In the event you decide to have your
parents live with you, you may want to
build an addition on your home; or if you
have a large piece of property, to build an
additional house. Both of these objectives
can be accomplished using your home equity
as collateral for a construction loan that later
converts into a fully amortizing loan.
Children may also turn to their parents for
help in buying a home, especially in today’s
real estate market. Some mortgage products
allow for 100% financing and do not require
mortgage insurance premiums.
Innovative mortgage products can help
provide the flexibility necessary to meet the
dual financial burdens of caring for children
and parents at the same time. Building
some flexibility into your budget can help
you remain on course for attaining your
long-term financial goals.
Larry Washington is the Chairman and
CEO of Merrill Lynch Credit Corporation.
Merrill Lynch does not provide tax advice.
Please consult your tax advisor regarding
the deductibility of mortgage interest.
Interest expense may not be deductible for
all taxpayers.
After the interest-only payment period,
monthly payments will increase because
they will be based on a fully amortized
repayment schedule of principal and
interest.
All residential mortgage programs are
offered and funded by Merrill Lynch Credit
Corporation (“MLCC”), 4802 Deer Lake
Drive East, Jacksonville, FL 32246-6484;
toll-free telephone: 800-854-7154.
AZ
License BK-10071; CA Real Estate Broker’s
License 00831469 - CA Department of
Real Estate (916) 227-0931; IL Residential
Mortgage Licensee; MA Mortgage Lender
License ML1436 & ML2078; Licensed by
the New Hampshire Banking Department;
Licensed by the NJ Department of Banking
and Insurance; RI Licensed Lender. An
offer may only be made in writing.

The Mayor’s View Janet Taylor
will provide more efficient public services.
Recently I was in a public place and
was approached by a couple whose
property is one of the surrounded
or “enclaved” parcels. They told me
they have lived in their home located
in Marion County for 26 years
surrounded by homes that are inside
the city limits. They have enjoyed
city services all these years without
paying city property taxes. I was
pleased to hear that they realized it was time
to join the community.
I recognize that growth of our city
can be an issue for some people,
but as a smart approach to fair growth

management,
it
is
important
to
vote to bring these parcels into
our
city
limits.
The
resulting
operation of our city will be improved
and
increased
control
of
crime
with quicker response for fire and
medical emegencies will make our
community
even
more
enjoyable.
We look to your support of these
annexations
in
September
2006.
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Prudential Sees
Growth Year

New Business FAQs (Part 1)

By Sue Curths

If you’ve started a new business with the
New Year, here are some answers to your
frequently asked questions:
How do I know if what I’m doing
qualifies as “doing or transacting
business” in Oregon? According to the
Oregon Department of Revenue, “doing or
transacting business,” means being engaged
in any profit-seeking activity in Oregon. A
business that has one or more of the following
in this state is clearly doing business in
Oregon: a stock of goods, an office, or a place
of business other than an office where affairs
of the corporation are regularly conducted.
“Doing business” also includes providing
services to customers as the primary
business activity (such as accounting or
personal services), or incidental to the sale
of tangible or intangible personal property
(such as installing a product).
I just went through your Business
Referral Center Wizard and I got a
really long list of referrals. Do I have
to register with all of them to be legal?

At Prudential Real Estate Professionals,
2005 has been a year of growth and a
movement toward a new and higher level
of quality service for our customers and our
realtors.
In an era when it seems that many
companies are going toward limited service
and having the customer do more of the
work in finding a home and/or selling a
home, Prudential Real Estate Professionals,
is concentrating on providing more service
and making it easier for our customers.
We know that our customers are busy and
when it is time to buy or sell, they want a
Realtor who will go the extra mile for them
and get the job done. That requires a real
estate company that provides a higher level
of education and services for its Realtors so
that they can deliver the service people want
and need.
In 2005, Prudential Real Estate
Professionals, made a commitment as a
group of real estate professionals to step up
their education, because understanding the
market, knowing what gets a home sold and
how to work with buyers means being the best
in the business and serving our customers.
In April, 185 of our real estate professionals
started on an advance education program
through the Realtor organization known
as Real Estate Specialist. Only 4% of the
over 1.1 million Realtors nationwide have
earned their Certification to be called a Real
Estate Specialist. At Prudential Real Estate
Professionals, our goal is that each of our
Realtors will earn that Certification, making
them the best in the business.
Through this in depth education program,
our Realtors will learn the industry’s
best secrets in selling and buying homes.
They are learning about new methods of
marketing and customer service. They know
that selling a home takes more than just
putting it in the Multiple Listing Service. In
order to obtain the most amount of money
for their clients takes so much more. Then
once the buyer is found, our realtors know
how to safely guide their sellers through the
maze of paperwork, inspections, appraisals
and more so that they can obtain their goal
with the least amount of hassel possible and
move onto their new home.
Finding a new home has never been as
complex as it is today. Although buyers
have more information at their fingertips
than ever before, the amount of information
can be overwhelming, yet incomplete.
Many buyers go online to begin their
search, but are frustrated by the inaccurate
and incomplete information. Our website,
www.PrudentialHomeFinder.com is the
best website for searching for a new home.
Its mapping ability makes it easy to find a
home in the area a buyer wants. Simply
circle on the map where you want to live
and it searches for you in that area. And
our website has more listings than any
other local website because it draws on
information from three different Multiple
(Continued on page 11)

Secretary of State: Bill Bradbury
No. Some of the referrals are informational
only. However, you should check with the
state and local agencies listed to determine
if you need to register with them.
How do I get a business license? If
your business activity type is state regulated,
you may need a license at the state level.
Business licenses in general are obtained
from the city in which you are transacting
business.
What is a “DBA” and how do I get
one? DBA stands for “Doing Business As.”
In Oregon these are called Assumed Business
Names, and are used by individuals or other
entities to conduct business under a name
other than their legal “real and true” name.
There is a common misconception that
an assumed business name is a business
license, but that is not true. Business
licenses are generally obtained through the

The Business of Charity
By Carolyn Bolton
2005 taught us as a collective world
community that there is a cost to
caring. As a New Year begins, we are for
the first time hearing the term “compassion
fatigue” applied to the general public in terms
of beleaguered response to philanthropic
opportunities. Many aid organizations and
nonprofits nation-wide are now crediting
compassion fatigue for a severe reduction
in end-of-year contributions and overall
public response.
So what is compassion fatigue,
anyway? The term has been well-known
for some time in professional circles
– particularly in professions such as
counseling, social work, emergency care,
clergy, advocate volunteers, and crisis
intervention. Professionals who listen,
day after day, to stories of fear, pain and
suffering often experience similar fear, pain
and suffering . . . because they care. After
time, it can become difficult not to lose their
sense of self to their clients or their cause.
After the deluge of disasters that struck
the world, one after another after another
during 2006 – also striking the hearts of
so many who reached out to help – the
term compassion fatigue is now being
aptly applied more broadly to the general
populous.
In some ways, compassion fatigue is a lot
like second hand smoke. There’s a “residue”
to being exposed to trauma. The residue
from caring, as strange as it seems, can
literally build up over time. Given enough
exposure to despair, it’s tough not to get
numb. To lose the ability to feel compassion.
To no longer find the ability to get in touch
the core motivations that once inspired you
reach out and help virtual strangers you will
never meet.
Compassion fatigue is NOT the same as

“burnout”. Burnout is associated with stress
and hassles involved in your work. Burnout
is cumulative. It is relatively predictable,
and very often a vacation or change of job
helps a great deal.
Compassion fatigue is very different. It is
“a state of tension and preoccupation with
the individual or cumulative trauma of
clients as manifested in any number of ways.
You might not be able to get the pictures or
film clips to stop replaying in your mind.
You might have nightmares. You might
unconsciously simply avoid any reminders
of the event(s). You might find yourself
feeling numb or disconnected. You might
find yourself hyper-vigilant, persistently
on guard against some vague “something”,
anxious about horrible things happening to
you or to people you care about.
Some studies refer to compassion fatigue
as a secondary post-traumatic stress
syndrome, since it is similar in countless
ways to “critical incident stress” – trauma
that results from something you actually see
first-hand or experience personally.
Was 2005 so awfully intense, in reality? The
month of December 2005 was, thankfully,
fairly quiet – at least compared to the first
11 months of the calendar year. One mere
year ago on December 26th was devastating
tsunami in Thailand, caused by an undersea
earthquake in the Indian Ocean. In the
matter of mere moments, some 275,000
perished and millions were left homeless
and destitute. The world responded with
compassionate generosity.
Citizens and businesses throughout the
Mid-Willamette Valley were quick to reach
out to those tsunami victims, strangers in
need of help half a world away. Marco Polo
Restaurant is only one example of local a
local business that designated all revenue on

city. If your business type is state regulated,
you may need a license at the state level.
How do I get a wholesale/resale
number? This is not issued in Oregon.
Some people use their assumed business
name number to buy wholesale.
Does filing an Assumed Business
Name protect my business name?
No. Filing your business name protects the
public by letting them know who they are
doing business with.
How do I get bonded and insured?
You will need to contact a private insurance
company.
We’re always available to help you, just
give us a call at 503-986-2200 or visit us
online at www.FilingInOregon.com.

several specific days of operation for tsunami
victims. Countless other local businesses
and charity organization contributed in
varying ways.
Unfortunately, the tsunami was merely
the prelude for a year that would leave us all
reeling. We barely had time to comprehend
one horror before the next was replayed
again and again before our eyes.
In January, drenching rains in La Conchita,
California took 25 lives. In Arizona, seven
people died as the result of storms and 7 of 15
counties were declared states of emergency.
Heavy weather form Indiana to Pittsburgh
caused flooding all along the Ohio River,
where states of emergency were declared
in 56 of 88 Ohio counties. Storms battered
Europe, killing 19 and leaving tens of
thousands without power or transportation.
Strong storms in the Eastern U.S. swept the
Atlantic Coast, killing more than 20. By the
end of January, Boston had the snowiest
month on record, with a total of 43.1 inches
of snow. On January 25th, a stampede at
a Hindu procession to the Mandhara Devi
shrine in Wai, India killed 250 and injured
more than 200 more.
And that was only January.
2005 brought the world a magnitude 6.4
earthquake in Central Iran, avalanches
and flooding in Afghanistan, India and
Pakistan that killed more than 1,400; a 7.0
earthquake in Kyushu, Japan, a magnitude
8.7 earthquake off the west coast of Sumatra;
the drowning deaths of more than 150 Hindu
pilgrims on the banks of the Narmada River
in Dharaji, India when a dam upstream
was opened without warning; widespread
flooding in China that killed hundreds; a 7.9
magnitude earthquake that hit Chile and
Peru; the deadliest outbreak of hemorrhagic
fever on record to date in Angola; death and
devastation in Haiti, Cuba and Jamaica
in the aftermath of Hurricane Dennis;
(Continued on page 11)
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Business
Security
Surveys
Offered
The Salem Police Department’s Crime
Prevention Unit would like to extend a free service
to local Salem businesses to help prevent crime
and make our community stronger. The Security
Survey program covers lighting, landscaping,
locks, doors, windows and much more assessing
the business’s susceptibility to crime. The survey
takes approximately 30 minutes, depending on
the size of the facility. The Police Department
uses community volunteers who are specially
trained in this field to conduct the surveys. The
surveys are conducted each Wednesday between
12:30pm-4:30pm and 4:00pm-800pm. If you
would like more information or to sign up for a
security survey, please call the Crime Prevention
Unit at 503-588-6175 or securitysurveys@
cityofsalem.net.

Cos-mol-lis-ion

(noun)

MAACO’s specialty - the cosmetic
and collision repair of damaged but
driveable cars for customers paying
out of their own pocket.

• Superior Quality Craftsmanship
• Seamless Repairs
• Up to 33% Savings
• OEM Factory Specs
• Faster Turnaround
• Maintained Vehicle Value

New Ownership
New Management
The Best Prices in the Industry!

33% Below Market Value on Collision Repair
2815 Silverton Rd. NE • 503-581-8111
Near Fairgrounds
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Free
Beef

Here’s How It works!
receive $7.50 worth of Free BeeF
with 2 new passenger or pickup
tires! or receive $15 worth of Free
BeeF with 4 new passenger or
pickup tires!

7

$ 50

Worth of
Beef!

$

15

00

Worth of
Beef!

Enter to Win a
Traeger BBQ!
Over 400 to be given away!

February 2006
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EXTENSIONS
NORTH WEST
Carol Wynn-Rathbun
Owner, Stylist,
Extension Artist,
Hair Replacement Advisor

1724 Center St. NE
Salem OR 97301
503-362-7031
503-851-6789 cell
extensionsnw.com

Master Hair Manipulators

Carol Wynn-Rathbun
Owner, Stylist,
Extension Artist

1724 Center St. NE
Salem OR 97301

a monsoon in Mumbai (Bombay), India
dumped 37 inches of rain in 24 hours – the
most ever recorded in India – and left more
than 1,000 dead. More than 3.6 million in
Niger faced famine caused by drought and
locusts. A 7.6 earthquake centered in the
Pakistani-controlled part of the Kashmir
region killed more than 80,000 and injured
65,000.
Had enough? All this was before hurricane
season actually hit. Hurricane Katrina,
Hurricane Rita, the breach of the levies
in New Orleans, death and devastation
throughout Mississippi and Louisiana.
Hurricane
Stan,
Hurricane
Wilma,
Hurricane Alpha. Typhoon Talim, Typhoon
Nabi, Typhoon Damrey, Tropical Storm
Gamma.
Hurricane Episilon was the 25th named
storm in the Atlantic this year and the 14th
hurricane – breaking the record of named
Atlantic storms since 1851.
Take a deep breath.
And let’s look to the future. As we
symbolically turn the page of our individual
lives and of our collective community – as
we enter the New Year 2006 – we can start
again. We can take a moment to reflect.

Salem Business Journal

503-362-7031
503-851-6789 cell
carolandcompanyhair.com

Serving Mid-Willamette
Valley Businesses

www.SalemBusinessJournal.com
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To remember the cause that once stirred
our heart, the local nonprofit organization
that inspired us to write a check. To recall
the volunteer activity we’ve been hoping to
chisel out time for. To actually donate those
old clothes and household goods. To drive a
box of food to Marion-Polk Food Share.
Let’s make it happen.
As Frederick Buechner wrote, “Compassion
is sometimes the fatal capacity for feeling
what it is like to live inside someone else’s
skin. It is the knowledge that there can never
really be any peace and joy for me until there
is peace and joy finally for you, too.”
Peace and joy to the world all in this New
Year, from all of us at the Salem Business
Journal.

(Prudential Continued from page )

Listing Services from Portland to Eugene.
But, just searching on a website is not the
answer to finding a home. A buyer must
also work with a professional realtor in
order to see the home, understand the many
different types of financing, inspections,
understand values and ultimately own the
home of their dreams. Prudential Realtors
have all of that information and more.
In addition to the advanced education and
services that a Prudential Realtor can offer
its customers, we have also grown in order
to serve more of the Willamette Valley.
In 2004, we purchased the Eugene
Prudential offices, formerly known as
Prudential Preferred Properties. By
expanding our offices, we are better able to
serve our customers helping them with their
real estate needs in the heart of Oregon.
In addition to adding over 90 real estate
professionals from the Eugene operation,
we have added an additional almost 60
realtors to all of our offices. Because of the
booming real estate market and excellent
opportunities in the business, many people
are coming into the real estate business.
Through careful screening, we only affiliate
the best with our company and then provide
outstanding new agent and advanced
training so that they can meet the standards
of our company.
The media says that real estate has been
the bright spot in the American economy in
the past several years and that has been true
at Prudential Real Estate Professionals. We
foresee that 2006 will be another great year
of growth and a continued move toward
excellence for our customers and Realtors.

Ryan Kackley of Paladin Healing Sciences
LLC, a leader in the alternative therapy
market, is now offering business consulting,
using the technologies of Neuro-Linguistic
Programming,(N.L.P.) and the Emotional
Freedom Technique (E.F.T.). Using these
techniques you are able to gain instant
rapport with clients,
employees, as well
your boss. Any fears
or anxiety of public
speaking, or giving
presentations
are
eliminated quickly and
easily—Guaranteed.
Consultations are held at your place of
business, your office, or my office. Group
rates are available for larger clients.
N.L.P. is the study of the structure of
human experience. We all code information
from our five senses in our brain. There is a
structure to this coding in which we create
our experience. What is on the inside is
reflected outside to what we call reality.
“The map is not the territory” is one of the
laws of N.L.P. What we code inside, is not
what it is truly like outside, it is only a map.
We can easily change that map to something
that serves us better, using these sensory
techniques. N.L.P. is truly software for the
brain.
E.F.T. deals with the negative emotional
content, the negative self talk, and limiting
beliefs we all have at one time or another.
E.F.T. combines traditional Chinese
acupressure, with the coded experiences in
the brain and body, to clear out the negative
emotional experiences very rapidly,
and easily. It has to be seen in action or
experienced to be believed just how fast and
effective these techniques are! Ryan Kackley
of Paladin Healing Sciences can be reached
toll free at 1-866-719-HEAL (4325).

Ryan
Kackley
of Paladin
Healing
Services,
LLC

Monday 11AM - 4PM
Tuesday - Thursday 11AM - 8PM
Friday - Saturday 11AM - 8:30PM
Sunday Breakfast 8AM - Noon
Lunch / Dinner 12PM - 7:30PM
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New Owners!
Tom & Jean Rodda
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Paladin Healing
Offers Business
Consulting

Restaurant

415 S. Main
Mt. Angel, OR 97362
503-845-9289
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How Much Space Do I Really Need
For My Office?
Real Estate:
The space per employee fluctuates
between the types of business but typically
you can anticipate 250 sq ft per employee.
However, in the major metropolitan
markets, businesses have created more
“cozy” environments with 180 to 200 sq ft
per person. This is also typical with a Call
Center environment.
In some international markets, such as
Japan, where personal space is not as much
of an issue as it is here in America, you can
look at 100 sq ft per employee.
With environments such as law offices
or a firm with many executives, you can
anticipate 800 to 1,000 sq ft per employee.
When thinking about layouts, it is
important to keep in mind that commercial
space is measured differently than
residential space with load factors, etc. and

you can often times have variances between
actual rentable area and usable up to 20%.
Many companies have gone to open area
offices over the years as they have found
that they can reduce the amount of square
footage they need. It also reduces employee
personal phone calls, and often creates an
atmosphere of good natured competition
among staff members. Private conference
rooms are available for meetings and phone
calls that require a more private setting.
Office environments over the last several
years have been ever evolving as businesses
have become more and more sensitive
to their overhead costs. The question of
how much square footage and how do you
effectively operate in that square footage
has changed for many companies.
New Concept in Leasing – “Plug and Play”

Elaine Gesik

Instant Office Made Ready and Easy!
1st Premier Properties LLC brings to Salem
a unique concept available in several of
their properties. “Plug and Play” is a unique
marketing concept and leasing opportunity
that has been very successful in the major
metropolitan markets. The office properties
come pre-built, with telephone and data
wiring in place, with the Landlord offering
the flexibility of shorter term leases.
Essentially all you have to do is pass credit
qualifications and you can be open and
operational all in the same week!
Plug and Play Opportunities Currently
Available: Salem, 1,000 sq ft and 1,492 sq ft.
Plug and Play Opportunities Coming Soon
to McMinnville, Oregon
For more information please contact

Elaine Gesik of 1st Premier Properties LLC
503-586-7402.
Elaine Gesik has over 18 years of
commercial real estate experience working
for some of the nation’s largest real estate
investors. She has handled all phases of the
transaction from start to finish including
the asset management for large portfolios
She brings a balanced, fair approach to
commercial real estate. For additional
advice or questions regarding your
commercial real estate needs please feel
free to call 503-586-7402.

An Age-Old Art is Practiced in Salem
by Michael Patrick O’Connor
Honor, chivalry and respect are practiced
at Salem Classical Fencing located at 354
Belmont Street NE in Salem. The non-profit
corporation is led by Michael Heggen who
serves as its head instructor and president.
He is also Salem Classical Fencing’s
founder.
Upon meeting Mr. Heggen, I am struck by
his face, one that reminds me of a bearded
and bespectacled John Lennon. There
also appears to be gentleness to this man
who almost immediately explains that
while fencing has a steep learning curve,

it’s a lifetime sport that can be enjoyed by
children as well as retirees.
“For adult classes (ages 12 and up) we take
a very academic approach, modeled on a
university system. We have a curriculum
and a syllabus,” Heggen said. He was also
quick to point out that no homework is
assigned because the beginning fencer is
not going to be able to replicate proper
technique away from the fencing studio or
salle d’armes.
Aspiring fencers between the ages of eight
and eleven are eligible to participate in a

The Tobacco Pouch
1599 Edgewater NW
Salem, Oregon
503-588-8060
Imported and domestic cigars • honeywood wine

Musketeers program at Salem Classical
Fencing. “Kids younger than 12 have not
developed the ability to understand some
of the concepts of fencing,” Heggen said.
“They can learn the movements and they can
become very, very good at those movements,
but don’t understand the concepts behind
them, particularly when it comes to rightof-way.”
According to Heggen, women make very
good fencers. “In general, they tend to have
slightly faster reflexes and tend to be more
agile,” according to Heggen who is certified
as a moniteur d’armes in foil, epee and
sabre.
At Salem Classical Fencing, all students
start out with the foil. It was designed as
a training weapon to teach students to use
the court sword or small sword, becoming
popular in the late 1600s.
Whether fencing with the foil, epee or
sabre, there is nothing sharp to any of the
weapons even though the sport’s roots
can be traced to the duel system.
Salem Classical Fencing’s salle opened in
May 2004 once the Salem Family YMCA

fencing program outgrew the space available
to it. At present, it is the only single-purpose
fencing studio in the Willamette Valley and
serves more than 140 fencers.
To learn more about Salem Classical
Fencing, call (503) 375-9209 or visit its
website at http://salem.classicalfencing.us.
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Agri-Business Brings Baxter Black to Salem
by Tim Buckley
Baxter Black, America’s favorite cowboy
poet, did more than entertain an overflow
crowd at the Salem Area Chamber of
Commerce’s 10th annual Agri-Business
Banquet last month. He paid a solemn
and heartfelt compliment to Willamette
Valley farmers for “coaxing bounty from the
ground,” “never saying no to disaster relief
…anywhere” and “continuing to feed the
teeming masses” without much fanfare.
“It ain’t easy bein’ a farmer,” Black
said, “and it ain’t supposed to be. But it is
noble!”
He managed to gently tweak the power
brokers in the room, “those people who
sit in towers and say the peasants can’t be
trusted with the land.” But he also lauded
Salem and some of the same power brokers
who sponsored the generous event: “I’ve
been to my share of places that’ve turned
their back on the farmer,” Black lamented.
Then he complimented Salem, the Chamber
of Commerce, and the banquet sponsors for
not following suit.

Brenda Rocklin and Baxter Black
“We started this event to celebrate our
economic roots, where we come from in
the Willamette Valley,” said Jason Brandt,
the Chamber’s director of public affairs.
“Salem is the success it is largely due to the
investments made by agricultural businesses
into the community.”

A Source of Wisdom
by Michael Patrick O’Connor
The Audio Source is a car stereo systems
wholesaler to Salem’s new car dealers and
a retailer to a cross-section of the midWillamette Valley’s population, according
to co-owner Jerry Kroker. The native
Oregonian was born in nearby Lebanon
and calculates more than fifty percent of his
retail customers are young males looking to
have a high performance system installed in
a vehicle.
“We have a reputation as kind of being the
bad boys in that we build some pretty loud
systems,” Kroker said. The Audio Source
backs up the statement, holding no less than
four Northwest Sound Pressure Level (SPL)
records in car audio competitions that are,
of course, measured in decibels.
Kroker differentiates The Audio Source
from big box retailers providing stereo
systems, contending he and his two-anda-half member staff educates the consumer
about product rather than merely getting
systems out the door. He says there are two
ways to compete in car audio: Sound quality
and loudness. His two criteria that make or
break a system: The enclosure or box the
woofers are in and the vehicle itself.
Kroker insists that Mercedes and BMWs
are not compatible with the highest end
systems because subsystems are placed in
trunks and the trunks in those high-end
cars are separated from the interior by a
steel wall. “You might as well take your
speakers down to the bank, throw them in
the vault, slam the door, you ain’t gonna
hear them. The car has a really big influence
on (stereo) performance,” Kroker said. He
added one shouldn’t even think of placing
a high-end, performance stereo system in
a convertible, suggesting one might as well
take raw speakers and throw them on the
lawn without an enclosure. The best car to
marry to a high-end, performance stereo

according to Kroker: Small, cheap, square
little hatchbacks.
Kroker comes across as a humble stereo
system sensei when describing the rubrics
of his craft. “It doesn’t matter if you’re a
little hole-in-the-wall store on McGilchrist
or a multi-zillion dollar store on Lancaster,
Mother Nature makes the acoustic rules.”
That insight has not kept the audio guru
from lassoing some of Mother Nature’s
strength. The Audio Source rooftop at
1750 McGilchrist Street SE is dotted with
tiny wind generators that produce enough
energy to power a significant portion of the
shop—the demonstration bays.
Harnessing nature’s energy has led Kroker
to develop a side business from a hobby. His
wind-powered products span the globe from
Australia and New Zealand to Germany,
the U.K. and Canada. His customers have
used wind power to operate water pumps,
electric gates and even vacation cabins in
the wilderness.
A father of six (three boys, three girls)
and a grandfather of 14, Kroker has created

In previous years, the event has
drawn between 350 and 400 attendees.
Baxter Black’s appearance kicked
the event into another orbit, selling
out at more than 600 people weeks
in advance of the January 20th date.
Brandt thanked title sponsor SAIF
Corporation and presenting sponsor
Key Bank for their contributions, and
he also thanked a dozen major and
supporting sponsors for joining.
Black’s 30 years of ranching cattle and
his being a “large animal veterinarian”
are all fodder for his clean, country
humor. He makes fun of himself – “A
cowboy is the only person I know who can
turn a birthday cake into a four-alarm fire.”
And he makes fun of others, like urban
cowboys who “drive pickup trucks that look
more like tropical fish.”
“Cowboys and cows have this great
relationship,” he quipped. “And at certain
times, under stressful conditions, both
can elevate their minds almost to the level
of reptiles.” He said that “reporters and
politicians” and “lawyers and criminals”
have the same kind of relationship.
Brenda Rocklin, CEO of SAIF Corporation,
admitted that her cowgirl roots have helped
her tame the wildly popular insurance
company. “As a former rodeo queen from
Jerome, Oregon, I know all about the threat
of being hog tied,” she joked. And she let
her vice presidents know that she keeps
a personal branding iron in her office to
take care of that rare occasion of rebel
friskiness.
“This is the 7th year we’ve been the major
sponsor,” said Rick Hanson, SAIF’s director
of communications. “We do it to honor and
to show our commitment to an important
customer of ours.” Hanson explained that,
beyond the celebration, it is the programs
SAIF has developed with partner like
the Agri-business Council of Oregon, the

electric scooters over the years for his
progeny and even drives an electric vehicle
himself. It’s not just some glorified golf
cart either. Kroker’s seven-and-a-half mile
commute to work and back is done in a 1985
Ford Ranger that has topped out on the
highway at 68 mph in favorable conditions.

Oregon Association of Nurseries and the
Oregon Wheat Growers League that have
helped lower insurance claims, injuries
and premiums while elevating employee
benefits…in one of Oregon’s most riskprone industries.
“Back in the ‘70s, there were dire
predictions of the world’s population
outstripping our food production capacity,”
said the cowboy poet and ag philosopher.
“But American farmers and researchers
proved that prediction wrong. Today,
we’re not only feeding the world, we’ve
taught others how to feed themselves,”
Black continued. “It was alarming to learn
in a recent census that only two percent of
the population is engaged in production
agriculture,” he added. “But it was equally
amazing to realize that, because of advances
in technology and better management,
those same few farmers are getting far
better yields.”
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When “Legal” is Too Little
It’s often said that “close only counts
in horseshoes and hand grenades.” That
doctrine is especially true when it comes to
employment law. Complying with the law
will only get you so far. To really stay out of
trouble, you need to follow “best practices.”
By best practices, I mean going beyond what
the law requires . . . to be fair and thorough,
and to do those things that will ensure
success at trial or even avoid a lawsuit in the
first place.
At-will employment is a good example. As
I discussed last month, the doctrine of “atwill employment” allows an employer to
terminate an employee for a good reason,
bad (but lawful) reason, or no reason at all.
Strictly following the at-will rule, this would
be a lawful way to handle a termination:
Subordinate:
“What’s up Donald?”
Boss:		
“Steve . . . You’re fired.”
Subordinate:
“I’m what . . . fired?”
Boss:		
“That’s right. Please take
your stuff and leave.”
Subordinate:
“But why?”
Boss:		
“You’re
an
at-will
employee. I don’t need a reason.”
Subordinate:
“I’d really like a reason.”
Boss:		
“Ok. You’re just not
making the cut. Now get out . . . “
Although Donald was within his legal
right to terminate Steve in this way, most
of us would consider this interaction to

be inappropriate and unfair. What kind
of feelings would Steve have at this point:
Rage . . . Embarrassment . . . Confusion?
Donald has eliminated one problem, but he
has created a new one.
Most of us like to think that things happen
for a reason. When the employer fails to
give a reason, or gives a reason that does
not seem justified, the employee will try to
reconcile what has happened. When Steve
searches for the “real” reason why he was
fired, he is not likely to give his boss the
benefit of the doubt. Rather, he will assume
that Donald’s reasons were unfair and
probably unlawful. Steve will complain to
his wife, his friends, and anyone else who
will listen about how badly he was treated.
Everyone he complains to will say the same
thing: “You ought to see a lawyer.”
An employer who merely complies
with the law has about a 50/50 chance of
prevailing at trial. Why aren’t the odds
better? From the outset, jurors are more
likely to identify with the employee rather
than the employer. Jurors are not lawyers,
so issues of fairness rather than technical
compliance with the law will play a big part
in their decisions. When the employer has
little or no documentation or didn’t give the
employee a fair chance, jurors will lean to
the plaintiff’s side of the case.
Plaintiff attorneys usually work on a
contingency fee. At a minimum, a successful
plaintiff case requires: 1) a sympathetic

Employment Law: Randy Sutton
employee; 2) an employer who has acted
unfairly or unlawfully.
Without both
elements, the plaintiff’s attorney will have a
tough time proving liability. For this reason,
many plaintiff attorneys won’t take an
employee’s case if it looks like the employer
has been more than fair in dealings with the
employee.
Here are some best practices every
employer should strive for:
Avoid Surprise: For most people, even
good surprises can be a little unsettling.
When a person’s ability to feed their kids
and pay their bills is at stake, the surprise
loss of a job can be devastating. An
unpleasantly surprised employee is likely
to be highly emotional and vindictive. As a
best practice, except in the case of willful
misconduct, an employee should not be
surprised about the employer’s decision to
terminate. To avoid surprise, the employee:
1) should have a clear understanding about
the employer’s expectations; 2) be told
specifically how and why the employee
is not meeting expectations; and 3) be
given specific goals and a timeframe for
improvement. Of course, all of these steps
should be documented.
Clearly Expressed Policies: To safely
terminate for misconduct, an employer

New Name for Agency that
Helps with Health Insurance
The Office of Private Health Partnerships
(OPHP) is the new name of a state agency
that helps working Oregonians pay for
employer-sponsored health insurance.
The agency formerly was called the
Insurance Pool Governing Board. The new
name, established by the 2005 Legislature,
reflects the agency’s role in working
with the private sector to help uninsured
Oregonians.
OPHP’s largest program, for example, is
the Family Health Insurance Assistance
Program, or FHIAP. FHIAP uses state and
federal money to help families afford to
enroll in health insurance that is offered at
work.
Most employers who offer insurance pay
all or most of the monthly premium cost for
the employee but little or none of the costs
for their dependents. FHIAP subsidizes

premium costs that the employer does not
pay, saving families who qualify hundreds
of dollars a month.
Applicants must be uninsured for at least
six months and meet income and other
guidelines to qualify. Employees who would
have qualified for FHIAP and have been
enrolled in insurance less than 90 days may
also be eligible for FHIAP.
Additional information and applications
are available by calling 1-888-564-9669.
Applications, Employer Guides and FHIAP
brochures also may be downloaded from the
FHIAP Web site at: www.ophp.oregon.gov
FHIAP also helps uninsured Oregonians
who do not have access to employersponsored insurance but there is a waiting
list for that part of the program. Call 1888-564-9669 to be added to the list.
Applications are mailed as openings occur.

needs to be able to prove that the employee
intentionally violated work rules. Imagine
sitting in court. How will you prove that
the employee knew the work rules and
consequences before he acted? Can you
show a signed acknowledgment of receipt
of your employee handbook? What about
materials from a training session on the
work rule, together with an attendance list
signed by the employee?
Termination Meeting: In the termination
meeting, your primary goal is to explain
your decision in a way that the employee
will ultimately accept. It may be unrealistic
to expect an employee to agree with your
decision, especially in the heat of the
moment. However, if you have done your
best to avoid surprise and give the employee
plenty of opportunities to improve, your
explanation should just be a rehash of prior
discussions. In many cases, the employee
may eventually understand and accept your
decision. At a minimum, the employee’s
frame of mind will be less focused on
retribution and more focused on finding a
new job.
At trial, the perceived fairness of the
termination will be the most important
factor in deciding who wins. When the
employer has given the employee every
opportunity to succeed, the odds that the
employer will prevail are greatly improved.
Most plaintiff attorneys have limited time
and hope to take only those cases that have
a high likelihood of success. By following
best practices, which go beyond what the
law requires, a lucky employer might just
avoid a lawsuit in the first place.
Randy Sutton is a partner with the Saalfeld
Griggs PC law firm in Salem Oregon. 250 Church
Street SE, Salem Oregon 97301. This article
should not be considered legal advice. Randy
focuses his practice on representing management
in employment and business litigation. 503-3991070, rsutton@sglaw.com, www.sglaw.com.
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Live from the Elsinore
by Steve Martin
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Dial-A-Tech
By Bentley Gilbert

From Bach to Rock and Broadway to Ballet
…. The Elsinore has it all! That’s our goal as
we hit the halfway mark in this season at the
newly restored Historic Elsinore Theatre.
In January the Theatre hosted two capacity
crowds (on the same night) at A Night of
Improv featuring the cast from the TV show
Whose Line is it Anyway!, An Evening with
Bea Arthur and The Coats, a vocal group.
Tickets also went on sale for an April
appearance of northwest based Pink Martini.
Performances are added when performers
become available in this area, which is the
reason many times tickets go on sale only a
few weeks prior to a performance.
This month the Theatre has something for
everyone: A family adventure, an ultimate
Tribute Band, a classic Rock & Roll concert
movie, an established pianist and a fairy tale
Ballet.
On February 2, Maurice Sendak’s Little
Bear will bring your family a world of
adventure.
February 4 will showcase
Concert for Bangladesh; George Harrison &
Friends in a classic 1971 concert film format.
February 11 will feature the renowned
Beatles Tribute Band The Fab Four, pianist
George Winston will perform on February
21 while the month closes out with Eugene
Ballet’s The Princess & the Pea.

Jazz Music for
all occasions

Steve Martin, Elsinore Theatre’s
Executive Director
Every Wednesday evening you can
experience the Classic Film Series consisting
of classic talkie and silent films for only $5.
Films this month feature the work of director
Howard Hawks along with Hollywood stars
Humphrey Bogart and Cary Grant.
As you look forward to an evening
of entertainment whether you go to
the Elsinore, or one of the other fine
entertainment venues in Salem, I encourage
you to take a chance by attending something
different. See you at the Theatre!

The technicians are in charge at DialA-Tech, the name they gave to the
company at 1040 Commercial Street S,
formerly known as CyberHelp4U. The
reorganization, perhaps suggested in
the new name, should result in swifter
response times to customers’ needs, said
new owner Zack Stevens.
But, most customers won’t notice a
change in the on-the-spot service that
was the hallmark of CyberHelp4U when
Max Bennett started the business.
Bennett is leaving the business for another
challenge, he said. Stevens began as a
technician when Bennett started the
business.
Dial-A-Tech will continue to service
the
commercial,
residential
and
government agency accounts it has in
the past. Also, they work on both PC and
Macintosh computers, though Stevens says
he has noticed they work on fewer Macs
because Mac users tend to buy a new
machine rather than repair an older one.
One feature of their way of doing
business, Stevens acknowledged, is the
in-home service afforded residential
customers, particularly those uncomfortable
with unplugging their computer equipment
to haul it to a service center and,
even more so, plugging it in when it
returns home following the repair. Small
in-home business can still have an IT
department because Dial-A-Tech is in
town. Stevens said they have one

technician doing full-time service calls.
Dial-A-Tech’s service area extends in a
large ring around Salem, reaching many
of the outlying towns.
This small business has a skilled staff
capable of very big jobs and of jobs that other
technicians don’t want to handle. Stevens,
whose high school career was “saved” by an
interested computer teacher at North Salem
High School and who received additional
formal training at Chemeketa Community
College, said he learned a lot of what he
knows by working as an intern on the state
Department of Human Services’ mammoth
computers.
Consequently, Dial-A-Tech is able to set
up a network within a business. And, they
are able to do many customized jobs and
special projects, ones where the solution
cannot be taken “off the shelf.” They are
willing and able to take the time to research
the needs of a specialized job, manufacture
the one-time components, if necessary, and
make the whole thing work.
Still, Stevens noted that they have
customers with beautiful old hardware
that the customer doesn’t want to part
with because it does what he wants it to do.
Dial-A-Tech technicians keep it running. In
addition to the large, specialized commercial
and government office jobs they do, they
also set up the computers for those folks
who want to use their equipment principally
to e-mail their grandchildren.

A Fitting Evening in Salem
by Michael Patrick O’Connor

from trios
to Big Band

Ray Rom Music
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PH. 503-463-9735

Necessity is the mother of invention.
Russians and members of other nationalities
claim to have coined the phrase that is
certainly being practiced in Salem as
Gallagher Fitness Resources (GFR) Walking
& Running Shoes & Apparel teams up with
its next door neighbor Blue Pepper gallery
& framing to host a “Women in Motion”
mixer on February 7th from five to eight in
the evening.

The “Women Only!” event will take
place inside Blue Pepper located at 241
Commercial Street NE and allow ladies to
be appropriately fitted in everything from
walking and running shoes to sports bras
in a casual environment that will include
the serving of light appetizers as well as
selections from Blue Pepper’s wine and beer
bar, a new edition to the gallery’s Internet
café.

State Online Business Registry is Five
Oregon
Secretary
of
State
Bill
Bradbury celebrated the five year
anniversary of the Business Entity Registry
Information System last month.
The
Business
Entity
Registry
Information System, commonly known as
BERI, was implemented on January
22, 2001. It is used by Corporation
Division’s Business Registry Section
to
file
and
update
information
regarding those who do business in
Oregon, and it is also accessible to
the public. Any person with an
Internet
connection
can
go
to
www.FilingInOregon.com and do a Business
Name Search.

Since its implementation in 2001,
thousands of enhancements have been
added to increase its capability and
visibility.
Particularly
noteworthy
is
the
fact that in the five years of BERI’s
existence, it has experienced infinitesimal downtime. Without fail, it
has been continuously available during the posted business hours. In
order for a modern business system to be available, a number of
technologies must be running successfully
including
a
properly
configured
and
guarded
network,
robust
failsafe
database
servers,

meticulous skillful database administration,
and
precisely
accurate
software
engineering.
Vigilant
application
administrators
and
an
extended test team have smoothly vetted and verified the many changes
that have been applied to this system over
the years.
In a modern world where major
business systems frequently fail even to
be delivered, the success of this
system stands out. The availability,
capability, and robustness of the
BERI system are a direct result of the
efforts of many dedicated members of the
Secretary of State’s agency.

The evening is the brainchild of GFR coowner Susan Gallagher who is no stranger
to providing unique opportunities for area
women. Gallagher started the first and
only women’s walking and running clinics
in Salem back in 1998. Eight years and
1,300 women later, a 19th clinic is set to get
underway this March.
According to Gallagher, “Women in
Motion” is also an opportunity to work with
representatives from Brooks to showcase
its spring line of walking and running shoes
and apparel. Reps from Brooks will be on
hand along with Karen Cooper from Salem
Pilates. A number of licensed massage
therapists will also offer chair massages
throughout the event.
A free gift with Brooks purchase will be
handed out for those spending $25.00
or more along with a chance to win an
ensemble from the company’s new Motion
apparel collection and the Brooks running
shoes of one’s choice.
For more information on the event,
contact Susan Gallagher at (503) 364-4198
or Susan@ActiveSalem.com.
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Investing 101: Asset Allocation
Let’s Talk: W. Ray Sagner CFP

Third Generation Takes Lighting
Into the Future

Ryan Lee
just an afterthought for most people
building, remodeling, or sprucing up
their environment. Lighting is one of the
most visible elements in a home and is
an expression of the lifestyle and tastes of
those who reside there. While featuring
versatile Murray Feiss Lighting along with
product ranging from sleek Euro design
in stainless and glass to elegant crystal
chandeliers, from colorful tiffany lamps
and fixtures to craftsman styles wrought in
natural materials like wood and mica, Ryan
has brought the art of true lighting design
for indoor and out to the mid Willamette
Valley. With a large pallet to work from,
The Lighting Gallery can paint light into
any space.
Ryan and his staff also embrace the
constantly evolving technology of the
lighting industry. Low voltage lighting

takes on new forms blending sculpture
with functional lighting for any space.
Hand bendable track or cable lighting give
the customer the chance to work with The
Lighting Gallery to produce their own “one of
a kind” masterpiece. New light sources such
as xenon bulbs have all the advantages of
conventional halogen, but burn 40% cooler
and can last up to 10,000 hours. Small size
and large light output found in halogen and
xenon bulbs have allowed fixture designers
a new freedom in form. Incredibly small
yet powerful mini-pendants, hanging from
almost invisible twelve volt wires, grace the
homes and businesses of Salem, thanks to
The Lighting Gallery.
The Lighting Gallery has become the place
to go for the best service and selection on
both residential and commercial projects.
The Lighting Gallery has had the pleasure of
working hand in hand with the finest builders
and designers in Salem and the surrounding
areas. Projects like the Phoenix Grand
Hotel lobby and the adjoining Bentley’s
Restaurant show that The Lighting Gallery
and its staff are up to any task.
With numerous restaurants, professional
offices, retail spaces, as well as the finest
residences in Salem choosing The Lighting
Gallery, it is clear that the vision of three
generations ago is being carried on. A
knowledgeable staff with the largest
selection available and fair prices seems to
be a good fit in Salem, allowing Ryan and
his coworkers at The Lighting Gallery to
lead the way into the future.
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The Lighting Gallery is celebrating its tenth
anniversary of serving the lighting needs of
the Salem area’s homeowners and builders
from its location at 25th and McGilchrist.
During that time, The Lighting Gallery has
grown to become not only Salem’s largest
lighting showroom but also its only home
lighting specialist.
Ryan Lee, store manager, grew up in the
lighting business and has a passion for its
artistic and functional place in people’s lives.
His father, Dave Lee, has operated Brighter
Homes Lighting in Eugene since 1976 when
his father, Jack Lee, founder of the business,
retired. Jack and two partners started in
the electrical contracting business in the
late 1950’s, supplying the basic lighting
that was then available for homes. By 1967,
Jack noticed that customers were looking
for “something different” and struck out on
his own. With new lighting manufacturers
bringing a bevy of styles and price ranges to
the market, he saw an opportunity. Brighter
Homes Lighting was born.
Decorative lighting has evolved greatly
in the last forty years and Jack’s vision of
a lighting store that would offer a wide
selection at a fair price has stood the test
of time. In 1996, Dave Lee was approached
with the opportunity to buy a showroom
in Salem from the large lighting chain,
Builder’s Lighting, that was going out of
business. The Salem market was in need of
the kind of service that Dave knew he could
offer, so The Lighting Gallery was added to
the family.
Lighting has become more than

developed, and a strategy implemented,
an investor or advisor must continuously
re-evaluate and confirm the plan. There
are two critical components of this process.
First, the portfolio must be rebalanced
regularly to assure that the mix of assets
to achieve the investor’s goal remains in
place. Rebalancing is done to reduce risk
and keep the investments on the right path.
Second, each manager or security must be
monitored to see that they are maintaining
their philosophy or process and that nothing
fundamentally has changed since you hired
them.
Investing is a disciplined process that
takes time and thought and only then can
you have an idea of what to expect over
your time frame. Any other approach is just
placing a bet.

blen

The next step to consider is the portfolios
structure which should be diversified
within each asset class. The stock and
bond markets are composed of numerous
styles and sectors (i.e. large cap value,
small cap growth, government bonds,
corporate bonds, energy, industrials, etc.)
By diversifying within each asset class an
investor can access the return potential of
the financial markets and reduce risk.
Taxes will be a concern for those nonretirement accounts. It is important to consider
the tax consequences when developing a
portfolio because they can have significant
impact on meeting the investor’s goals.
The next consideration is which investments to include in your portfolio. For each
sector or style an investor should choose a
money manager that specializes in that area
and adheres to a distinct investment discipline. Only by choosing specialist can one
gain better consistency and predictability of
the results you are trying to achieve.
Portfolio management is an on going
process. Once needs are defined, a plan

sense with r

portfolio may seem like a good idea today,
but looking out twenty years it may be the
most risky investment strategy. Investors
need to determine what return is required
to meet their goals and how much volatility
they are able to live with over the life of the
investment. Volatility can be described as
those ups and downs that make the evening
news. Those ups and downs are short term
and if an investor can not look out 5 to
10 years or more he should not be in the
market.
A research-based investment philosophy
can be described by five key principles:
asset allocation, portfolio structure, tax
management, the use of specialist money
managers, and continuous portfolio
management. This disciplined approach to
investing should enhance returns; reduce
risk, which should increase the likelihood of
investors achieving their goals.
Asset allocation describes how the
investment dollars are divided between
domestic and international stocks and fixed
income securities. Studies have shown that
asset allocation decisions account for over
90% of a portfolios return. It is not which
securities or mutual funds were bought or
sold, but how the assets were divided among
the various asset classes.

common
and

According to Dalbar Inc., a company
that tracks market statistics, over the 19
year period from 1984 to 2002 the average
equity investor had a return of 2.57% while
the S&P 500 index earned 12.22%. WOW!
What could account for that disparity?
One answer is that folks doing their own
investing tend to move out of the market
on down swings and get back in late as the
market heads back up. If an investor missed
just the 10 best days of the market from 1992
to 2003 his/her return would have been
3.04% compared to staying in the market
the whole time period and earning 8.02%.
You can’t time the market. And consider
this: according to Morningstar of the 434
US equity managers that had preformed in
the top ¼ of managers during the 3 year
period form 1997-1999, only 42 preformed
in the top ½ during the period 2000-2002.
And 273 were in the bottom ¼. So those
investors listening to the financial noise out
there tend to invest in the “Top Funds You
Should Own Now” or invest in what were the
best performers over the last few years. Not
a very disciplined approach to investing.
Most investors and some advisors confuse
risk and volatility. The greatest risk an
investors faces is running out of money
before running out of life. A conservative
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The Home Depot’s
Newest Store
Opens in Salem
Home Improvement
Leader to Create More
Than 150 Jobs
The Home Depot, the world’s largest
home improvement retailer, opened its
second store in Salem on Thursday, January
26 at 6 a.m. To commemorate the grand
opening, the Salem store at 3021 Cherry
Ave. NE played host to the community with
a special “Neighborhood Night” from 6 p.m.
to 9 p.m. on Wednesday, January 25, 2005.
At the event Store Manager, Clint Berry
presented a $2,000.00 donation to the
Salem Boys and Girls Club that serves the
community and welcomed Richard Walsh,
President of the City Council of Keiser to
help dedicate the store.
To begin the festivities, a unique grand
opening event occurred, which consisted of
a board cutting procedure (unique to The
Home Depot as opposed to the traditional
ribbon cutting ceremony) performed by the
honorable Mr. Walsh, followed by a raucous
round of applause and an exuberant “Home
Depot cheer” lead by Clint Berry and joined
by an energetic team of all 100 of the Home
Depot associates. Other activities included
the consumption of several huge sheet cakes
anointed with white cream cheese frosting
and emblazoned with the optic orange Home
Depot logo. A special “Kids Workshop” was
organized to assure all young participants of
the need for implements of construction in
their not to distant futures. Customer door
prizes and giveaways continued throughout
the weekend. Store hours will be from 6 a.m.
to 9 p.m. Monday through Saturday, 7 a.m.
to 8 p.m. on Sundays.
“Our new store features the company’s
most modern floor plan, with redesigned
departments, a special home décor
section, tool rental, installation services, a
contractors’ desk, and more than 35,000
products,” said Berry. “It will inspire and
empower our customers to make their
homes the very best. They will discover
great ways to learn through our free HowTo clinics, our Kids Workshops and our
dedicated team of associates, who are ready
to show our customer what great customer
service is all about.”
Berry said The Home Depot has hired
approximately 100 new associates from
the community to staff the store. The
company already employs 4,000 in Oregon
alone. “We believe hiring, training and
promoting associates from a wide variety
of backgrounds are essential elements in
ensuring the strongest workforce anywhere,”
said Berry. In uncertain economic times
when other businesses are downsizing, The
Home Depot continues to open new stores,
creating hundreds of jobs and opportunities
for communities across North America.
The Home Depot is committed to offering
the ultimate home improvement shopping
experience. With 35,000 different products,
trademark customer service and guaranteed
low prices.
The Home Depot stores cater to do-it-
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4 Ways to Waste Money on
Advertising
Growing Your Business: Ken Inlow
Ah!
I’ve got your attention.
Good. That’s because I used an
essential advertising principle
called a “Hook” in the title of my column to
get you to read the first sentence. So far, it’s
worked perfectly because now you’ve read
two sentences. What’s the hook? “Wasting
money.” Now, my job from this point is
to KEEP your attention strong enough to
motivate you to read further in hopes you
will discover the four ways to waste money
on advertising.
I’ll accomplish this by utilizing yet
another essential advertising principle –
“Personalized Benefit”. So, here’s the benefit.
By the time you finish reading this column
you’ll know how to make the necessary
changes in your advertising strategy to
multiply its effectiveness substantially, thus
increasing profits and making everybody
in your world very, very happy. You’re still
reading, right? Good!
Now, since you have at least a couple
hundred words left to read in the column,
I need to make certain that you keep
reading. So, I’ll accomplish that by using a
third essential advertising principle called
“Creation of Value.” Here’s the value. You
could hire an expensive ad agency and pay
big bucks to have some “ad guru” share this
valuable information with you. Or, you
could finish reading this column and learn
it all for free!! Which sounds better to you?
I thought so.
Now that your appetite is really wet, I
need to incorporate the fourth essential

The cutting of the ceremonial board. L-R:
The Home Depot’s Joey Samonte, Keiser
City Council President Richard Walsh,
The Home Depot’s Store Manager Clint
Berry (hidden) and emcee for the evening
Carrie Dixon.

yourselfers, as well as home improvement,
construction and building maintenance
professionals. Customers will find exclusive
brands like John Deere® tractors, Disney®
paints, Thomasville® cabinetry and
Ridgid® power tools.
At the center of the new Salem store is The
DesignPlace®, a destination that displays
all the product categories related to home
décor. The DesignPlace enables customers
to find complete solutions for the home with
the assistance of expert design associates.
The store also will feature an expanded
appliance showroom, with all of the leading
brands.
For the do-it-for-me customers, The Home

advertising principle – “Call to Action.”
Here it is. This is a limited time offer. This
column exists this month only. Finish
reading this column today, because next
month the information will be unavailable
and I’ll be moving on to a new subject.
Still with me? Of course you are! Why?
Because I have used these four principles
illustrated above to insure that I would
achieve my goal. What is my goal? To
inspire you to read this entire column.
Now, what are the four ways to waste money
on advertising? DON’T USE THESE FOUR
PRINCIPLES in any ad campaign you ever
launch! Assemble your ads institutionally
with no Hook, no Personalized Benefit, no
Creation of Value and no Call to Action and
watch your advertising dollars fly out the
window.
Why are these principles so important?
Without a Hook, your message becomes
part of an endless clutter of advertising
gobble-dee-goop. The average consumer is
exposed to over 3,000 advertising messages
every single day. You need to scream louder
than everybody else. Research shows that
an effective ad needs to reach out and grab
the consumer within the first two seconds
– otherwise, you’ve lost.
Next, to personalize the benefit is critical.
When advertising your product or service,
ask yourself this question – “Who cares?”
Depot Installation Services offers a variety
of installation services including cabinetry,
countertops, water heaters, HVAC, roofing,
windows, garage doors, exterior doors,
siding and more, The Home Depot installs
more projects than any other retailer.
Giving back is a fundamental value of
The Home Depot Through an extensive
community relations program, The Home
Depot reaches out to the communities
where its associates live and work with
philanthropic and volunteer support.
Whether it’s building a playground for
children, repairing homes for the elderly,
helping inner-city teens learn job skills,
educating customers about energy usage or
shoring up an over-flowing river, making a
difference helps The Home Depot remain
true to its progressive corporate culture.
The Home Depot works hard to integrate
design elements in its new store locations
that are sensitive to the environment. For
example, we prefer to use existing sites
rather than develop new space. In 2004,
this flexibility enabled us to build over half
of our new stores on existing sites. We also
design our stores to minimize energy use.
The company has integrated energy efficient
specifications into store designs that reduce
energy costs and minimize greenhouse gas
emissions. The result is an average 34%
energy savings in stores that have been built
since 2003.

The consumer exposed to your ad will
ask themselves that same question. You
must answer that question by providing a
Personalized Benefit.
Now – Creation of Value. It’s a competitive
world out there and if you want the business,
you have to be willing to give up a little
bit. Make them an offer they can’t refuse
and don’t be stingy. 10% off won’t cut the
mustard. Nobody will drive across town to
do business with you unless your offer is
worthwhile.
Finally, Call to Action. People are busy. We
are a society of procrastinators. Therefore,
you must inspire you prospect to take action
now or they will put it off forever and you
will never see the green.
So there you have it. Thanks to these
four timeless advertising principles, I have
successfully motivated you to read to the
conclusion of this column, which was my
goal. Your goal will be to use these principles
to get your phone to ring, and make your
advertising strategies more effective. Have
fun!
You can reach Ken Inlow at (503) 5475233

THE ULTIMATE
ITALIAN ART OF CREATING
JEWELS

“Tiny Treasures”
Collection

225 Liberty Street NE
503-363-5640
www.jacksonjewelers.com
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Changes in the Wind
By Carolyn Bolton
“Change is not merely necessary to life – it
is life.”
We’ve all heard it said. Like most of us,
I’ve often fought the changes in my life.
Sometimes I’ve sought to embrace change,
encouraged by the notion that change
helps us become better people. But it sure
didn’t always feel that way. Sometimes I’ve
pretended like it wasn’t happening. Other
times I’ve made it happen, when I dreaded
that something was coming I couldn’t
control. In recent years, I’ve managed to
surf the waves of change, with a broadening
belief that change is fundamental to healthy
living systems and that fighting change only
hurts.
The bottom line is that change happens
whether we like it or not. So it’s up to each
of us to create our own philosophies about
what change means to us and to create ways
of working with change that enable us to
become better (or sometimes., merely to
survive) despite the circumstances.
Nested squarely in the center of the Baby
Boom generation, I’ve ridden many waves
of change vocationally. Just as WorldCom
and Enron publicly revealed shockingly
subversive changes in the way prominent
businesses has chosen to operate behind
their respective curtains of Oz, I’ve seen
American business values morph into a
system marked by a mentality of “I’ve got
mine – so … sorry, but you’re on your own”.
America was founded on individual
rights as a preeminent value. Today, many
businesses are playing out that core value
in ways we would never have expected. The
traditional American dream of working a
lifetime for a single employer and retiring
comfortably as reward for that devotion
died some time ago, but many are just now

being allowed to view the corpse of that
long-dead business ethic. Every day we
open the paper to see another local, regional
or national business or government system
that has reneged on its commitment to its
employees who have aged to a threshold
where they now face retirement.
But that’s an entirely different article. It
does, however, provide an ideal backdrop.
One of the things that hasn’t changed for
me over my Baby Boomer lifetime is my
passion for writing. At the tender age of 11, I
single-handedly published The Arbor Street
Almanac – an undertaking complicated by
the fact that home computers were nonexistent in 1966. No one suggested I do it.
No one told me it was too hard to try. I took
neighborhood subscriptions of one quarter
each month and hand-typed each two-page
newspaper that informed neighbors on a
three-block stretch of Arbor Street about
what was happening in the neighborhood.
My early love for variety tossed in a joke
each month, a recipe, an inspiring quote,
even a word game of some kind.
As is true of each of our deepest passions,
it didn’t matter how many hours it took
to individually create those monthly
newspapers back in 1966. All I knew is that I
felt fully alive when engaged in my work on
The Arbor Street Almanac. If such a thing
is attainable in our “always want more”
society, I was fully in my bliss. An 11-yearold doesn’t think in those terms. But looking
back, I know now that it was so.
I have written continually during the
years of my life that followed – believing
that writing is a wonderful way not merely
to inform people, but to change them. To
pique interest that hadn’t existed before,
to deepen understanding, to elicit a sense

of connectedness at the very least … an
experience of compassion at the very best.
To create a more connected community by
expressing the dimensions of individuals
– and their dreams, their enterprises,
their histories – on the printed page. I’ve
been told I’ve been too selective about the
publications that I’ve written for. That may
be so. I’ve known simply this: it doesn’t work
to be assigned a story, spoon-fed the “slant”
in advance, and forced to fit the results of
an interview into a predetermined storyline.
Not for me anyway.
One of the most fabulous experiences of
this – my 50th year of life – has been to work
with publisher and visionary Bruce Taylor
on Salem’s newest independent paper: The
Salem Business Journal. I wrote one article
for the first edition that hit the streets June
1, 2005, and immediately I was a shameless
devotee. In a short time, that reality became
conceptualized in the title “editor”.
The Salem Business Journal has been
welcomed by a ready and responsive
audience in the Mid-Willamette Valley
over the past nine months. And, after
all these years, I have had the bliss of
revisiting the astonishing fulfillment and
focus of my 11-year-old self. All the while,
I’ve had the freedom to propose businesses
for focus stories and to conduct assigned
interviews without marching orders, with
no preconceived storyline. To let each story
birth itself. I’ve described myself to others
as a story midwife as much as a writer.
Corny? Well … maybe. But I can assure you
I have been personally affected in amazing
ways as each story came into the world through
my touch.
One story that affected me – curiously
enough – was a story about garbage.

Actually, it was a story of a partnership
between South Salem’s D&O Garbage and
a local nonprofit known as Garten Services,
and the successful placement of a person
with developmental disabilities in a difficult
job area at D&O. My tour of Garten’s
facilities and interviews with Garten staff
conducted during that story left a lingering
… something … that lasted months after that
story ran in July 2005. Which leads me now,
in February 2006, to the topic of change.
In January 2006, I began a new year with
a new vocational relationship. I became
the Resource Development Director for
Garten Services, a Salem-based nonprofit
that had its humble beginnings some 35
years ago and provides job training and
job placement for people with disabilities. I
won’t entirely end my relationship with The
Salem Business Journal, but my byline will
grace only a story or two each month in the
future. As the paper has grown, this is as it
should be. The circle of participants in The
Journal’s success is widening. And while
I’m staying on the sidelines of the fray, I’ve
passed the baton – the primary responsibility
– to others.
The Salem Business Journal is a wonderful
enterprise for Salem. It has attracted a cadre
of outstanding writers in a very short time.
It has provided insights on businesses and
business issues not covered in other local
publications. In its first five months, The
Journal achieved ad sales levels initially
set for one year. What does that say? Salem
was ready. The Salem Business Journal is
growing deeper roots with every edition,
and it’s been a thrill for me to have been
part of that experience.
So it isn’t a message of “good-bye” – this is
merely a message of change. And change is good.

Networking is the Best Advertising
by John Zobrist
Last Thursday morning I made 23 sales
calls, helped train my entire sales force,
enjoyed breakfast with some associates,
and landed over $2,400 in business with
the potential for two additional pieces of
business. I arrived at the office before 9am
having accomplished all of this. Now that is
the way I like to start my day!
What if I told you I hired twenty salespeople
for fifty times less than a single salesperson
would cost. My time commitment does not
interfere with my daily routine and consists
of 1 1/2 hours per week. Sounds too good to
be true, doesn’t it? It gets better. During a
weekly meeting I have the opportunity to
train each of those salespeople in the best
ways to attract customers to my door. Best of
all... my competition can not take advantage
of this great opportunity.
Since joining the Salem-Keizer Chapter of
LeTip International I enjoy all of the above.
We meet once a week to train each other
how best to identify potential clients and
exchange business leads which we refer to as
“Tips”. Our meetings start promptly at 7:01

am and end no later than 8:31am. I made
a commitment to be there each week, use
fellow members services whenever possible,
and be willing to provide a minimum of
four “Tips” per month. In return I enjoy the
benefits of membership which include the
receipt of the ever valuable “Tips” that come
my way.
LeTip is more than networking.
The structured environment breeds
accountability, insures integrity, and
the results are tracked which gives every
member an accurate picture of how well
the system is working for them. LeTip is
not a coffee group or community service
organization that meets and may generate
referrals. This is word of mouth at it’s
purest form and members are motivated
to succeed. We are all very busy so the time
we spend outside the office is valuable and
needs to be targeted and accurate. LeTip
provides that essential tool.
Membership is not automatic. Your
particular category must be open. Only one
representative from each business category is

allowed. A prospective member may visit one
time for free and will have two opportunities
to speak to the group, first about themselves
and then about their company or service.
If interested, the prospective member may
be invited back for a second visit. After the
second visit membership can be applied
for. An inspection by a LeTip Member is
done at your place of business to insure
you represent both a valid and trustworthy
business. After all, if accepted, you will be
representing every member of the group so
how you conduct your business is important.
A report of the inspection is made to the
group and a vote taken. Your membership
is valuable to the group but insuring quality
members who will actively participate is
even more so.
Why join a LeTip Chapter? Every business
needs to attract more customers. Even the
busiest companies can use more of the most
profitable types of customers. There are a
few proven ways to accomplish the goal;
Advertising: is expensive and may not
always be effective.

Hiring a salesperson: is both expensive
and time consuming.
Networking: is attractive but can turn into
a social experience rather than a directly
productive one.
Cold calling: is... well... cold calling. No
one likes it.
By Joining LeTip I accomplish so much
with such a small investment. Where else
can you be as effective in so little time? You
have to eat anyway. Why not make it worth
your while?
John Zobrist does Sales and Marketing for
Salem Auto Body and is currently the Vice
President of the Salem-Keizer Chapter of LeTip.
The Salem-Keizer Chapter meets each Thursday
morning at the Red Lion Hotel at 3301 Market
St. NE in Salem. For more information on
Salem-Keizer LeTip visit their Web Site www.
skletip.com
For information about visiting or possibly
joining call John at 503-378-7595, President
Marilyn Van Vleit at 503-399-0044, or
Membership Chairperson Sara Adams at 503510-1832.
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It’s All About Oregon Agriculture
by Katy Coba, Director, Oregon Department
of Agriculture
February 2006 Edition
The new year is well underway and gives
me another opportunity to share some
facts about Oregon agriculture that might
surprise the state’s urban and business
communities:
Did you know that….
• Total farm sales in 2004 topped $4
billion for the first time. (Final sales figures
for 2005 have not been finalized yet).
• Farmers purchase more than $3 billion
in goods/inputs to grow their crops and
livestock– a huge stimulus to Oregon’s
economy.
• Value-added processing contributes up
to $2 billion in additional revenues to the
state’s economy.
• Adding
all
agriculture-related
components – including inputs, production,
processing, transportation, warehousing,
wholesale trade – accounts for more than
$12 billion in economic activity, or 10

percent of Oregon’s gross state product
(GSP).
• There are some 40,000 farms in
Oregon, and more than 98 percent of them
are family operations– dispelling the notion
that agriculture in this state belongs to big
corporate farm factories.
• Of those 40,000 farms, only 2,250 are
considered full time operations with sales
of $250,000 or more. Even though they
represent only six percent of all farms in
Oregon, they manage 55 percent of all farm
acreage and produce 80 percent of the
state’s agricultural output.
• Nearly 70 percent of Oregon’s 40,000
farms are part-time or life-style operations.
These farms are generally less than 50 acres
and have annual sales of less than $10,000.
They are often referred to as hobby farms
and many times serve local markets. Many
are organic and have a strong connection
with the urban population.
• In terms of jobs, more than 150,000
people are engaged in a variety of occupations

MaPS Credit Union Volunteers ReElected to Board of Directors
Community leaders Peyton Lieuallen and
Gordon Sawser recently were re-elected
by the membership to the MaPS Board of
Directors.
Lieuallen, Board Vice Chair, was elected
to his third term on the MaPS Board of
Directors. A longtime educator, he retired
as Superintendent of Polk Education Service
District (ESD) in 1996. From 1974-1988 he
served the city of Monmouth as a municipal
court judge. Lieuallen was Interim
Superintendent at Perrydale District in
1997 and subsequently self-employed in
management and consulting. The year 2005
marks his 43rd year as a MaPS member.
Lieuallen holds a Bachelor of Science degree
from Oregon College of Education (now
Western Oregon State University), a Master
of Education from the University of Hawaii,
and a Doctor of Jurisprudence degree from
Northwestern School of Law, Lewis and
Clark College.

Gordon Sawser has been a member of
MaPS Credit Union for over 30 years and
a Board Director for the past 12 years.
He holds a Bachelor of Science degree in
Accounting with an Economics minor.
Sawser has served as Controller and CFO
for three companies, presently as CFO for
Ross Brothers & Co. which builds bridges
in Oregon and Washington. An active civic
volunteer, Sawser currently serves on the
Chemeketa Community College Budget
Committee and on the Eagle Board of
Review for the Boy Scouts of America.
“Peyton and Gordon have consistently
provided the skilled, professional guidance
this organization needs to be successful,”
said Dan Penn, MaPS’ President and CEO.
“Their many years with MaPS and their
unfailing dedication to our members is
valuable beyond description, especially
since they contribute their own time to this
all-volunteer board.”

Unitus Lending Hand to Helping
Hands
Unitus Community Credit Union reached
a giving milestone this past December
when members and employees donated
nearly 1,600 items for the local non-profit
organization Helping Hands.
2005 marks the second year Unitus has
partnered with Helping Hands. Every
holiday season, Unitus hosts a corporate
drive to benefit a handful of local non-profit
organizations, including Helping Hands.
“One of the most important credit union
philosophies is ‘People Helping People,’ ”
explained Patricia Smith, President and CEO
of Unitus. “As a credit union, we’re proud to
devote our time and attention—particularly
during the holidays—to individuals and
families in need.
Helping Hands is a wonderful organization
providing a very important service to
individuals and families at risk in the
community. That’s just one of the reasons

why we continue to get involved with them
year after year,” continued Smith.
Although current trends show holiday
giving at a new low, Unitus employees
weren’t in the majority. A plethora of new
blankets, sleeping bags, toys, clothing,
hats, gloves and toiletries were collected at
Unitus branches each week for five weeks as
Unitus employees worked together to make
sure the holidays were favorable for those
outside of the credit union.
In addition to the drive, the Salem branch
donated $5 for each membership account
and checking account opened between
November 14 and December 17, raising
almost $500 for Helping Hands. Employees
from the Portland and Salem branches
also helped distribute clothing, toys and
blankets to loyal Helping Hands clients at
the organization’s 2005 Toy and Blanket
Drive earlier this month.

Oregon Agriculture: Katy Coba
related to agriculture. That’s one in every 12
Oregonians. The total payroll for these ag
workers is $2.5 billion.
• Oregon growers pay at the top of the
scale in the industry nationwide, averaging
more than $9 per hour. Oregon’s top
agricultural output ranks 25th nationally,
but total wages paid in Oregon for on-farm
employment ranks fifth of all states. This
is because of the specialty crops that rely
heavily on labor as well as higher wages
paid.
• Marion County is Oregon’s top
agricultural producing county at $518
million in value followed by Clackamas,
Washington, Yamhill, Umatilla, and Linn.
As you can see, five of the top six ag producing
counties are urban/metro counties.
• Multnomah County leads Oregon in
food processing with more than 22 percent
of the state’s food processing payroll and
nearly 20 percent of the employees. Marion
County follows with 18 percent of the food
processing employment and 16 percent of
payroll. Average pay per worker is $36,000
in Multnomah County and $26,850 in
Marion County.
• Oregon agriculture is a key traded
sector, ranking first in volume of exported
products and third in value of exported

products.
• Over the last five years, Oregon has
experienced a loss of several corporate
headquarters, a downturn in the state’s
leading economic sector (high tech), and a
Portland metro unemployment rate topping
out at more than nine percent in 2003.
Meanwhile, the agriculture sector continues
steady growth and contributes to Oregon’s
economy, often counterbalancing the cycles
in other industries.
All these facts and figures are designed to
bolster the argument that Oregon agriculture
is important and worth supporting. The
news in the industry is not always positive
and Oregon agriculture has its share of
challenges.
Rising costs, volatile and
competitive world markets, and sustaining
the natural resource base so important to
agriculture remain at the top of the list when
it comes to areas of concern. Still, from a
business point of view, Oregon’s diverse
and dynamic agriculture industry remains
a good investment today and in the future.
The details are in the numbers.

Kevin T. Lafky
Attorney at Law

Lafky & Lafky
(503) 585-2450
fax (503) 585-0205

429 Court Street NE
Salem, OR 97301
email: lafkylaw@cyberis.net

FINANCING

PURCHASE I REFINANCE for small commercial properties

STATED INCOME / STATED ASSETS
(verifications not required)

$100,000 to $1,000,000
PACIFIC COMMERCIAL LENDING
A Division of Special Realty Services, lTD.

503-364-4656 •

www.pacificcommerciallending.com
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Executive Dining

Food, February and Fitness: Can They Successfully Co-Exist?
By dan crocker, ymca executive director
Between 40 and 50 percent of Americans
make New Year’s resolutions and 52% of
those doing so include a commitment to
losing weight or becoming healthier. It’s
now four or five weeks into the resolution
and people find themselves in the month of
February wondering if they can fulfill their
pledge.
According to University of Scranton

Amador’s
Mexican
Restaurant
&
Cantina

researchers, 75% of people maintain their
resolutions after the first week, but after six
months have passed, only 46% of people
are still following through on their New
Years resolutions. It is difficult to offer a
simple answer to why this inability to follow
through exists, but there are many potential
reasons.
Some blame it on the February rain and
darkness, making it more difficult to get
enthused about dragging themselves down
to a gym or taking the time to prepare a
healthy meal. Others confess that the selfimposed pressure of looking good for their
Valentine or committing to one more thing
on an already busy “to-do” list takes its toll
early in the process. There are even some
that say they don’t see immediate results

and succumb to the thought that their goal
was unrealistic to begin with, so maybe they
will try again next year.
The tradition of making resolutions
dates back 4,000 years, when the early
Babylonians celebrated their New Year for
11 days at the beginning of spring, for a time
of rebirth, renewal and resolutions. There is
really no magic to the reasoning behind our
resolutions being tied to the new calendar.
The real magic to accomplishing a goal or
resolution lies in making sure that the goal
was properly set to begin with.
Health and fitness experts tend to agree that
without a specific goal to reach in a specified
time, people are doomed to failure. They
will most likely agree that setting too high of
a goal or one that does not have achievable
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benchmarks is also a key mistake. So, what
can you do to achieve a balance between
food, February, and fitness?
Baby Steps: Make a plan with action steps
towards your ultimate goal. Example: Set
a goal to meet with a fitness or wellness
trainer within the first week to learn about
the fitness options available to you or how
to sign up for a class or use specific exercise
equipment.
Don’t go it alone: Find a work-out buddy
who has a common goal, schedule and you
enjoy being with. Share your resolution
with them or with a trainer. Just saying
your resolution outloud can be a powerful
step in the right direction and can involve
others in helping you devise small steps
towards success.
Celebrate along the way: Creating action
steps towards an ultimate goal gives
you reason to celebrate when tasks are
completed, while the goal is still out there.
Take your workout buddy to lunch after
you have completed your fitness orientation
or buy yourself some new workout clothes
after shedding the first five pounds.
There are many other helpful tips that
you can include in your action plan such as
researching information on proven practices
or creating a daily reminder. However, to
avoid finding yourself in February having to
choose between food or fitness, try stringing
together the completion of small action
steps towards your ultimate goal. You’ll be
more successful in keeping your resolution
and be happier along the way.
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Executive Dining

A Lesson in Italian – Food & Recipe
Lullu’s Tidbits: Lullu Truitt

Greetings!
Christmas has passed, the year 2006 is here
and life goes on. So now what! I know…..
more Italian spelling and pronunciation
based on frequently observed mistakes. I
make my mistakes in English, so don’t feel
bad! Now repeat after me:
Mascarpone: Mahs car pone ay (all letters
are pronounced in the Italian language)
Linguine: Leen gween ay ( it is not
linguini)
Fettuccine: Fet tu cheen ay ( again, not
fettuccini)
Scaloppine: Skah lo peen ay (note- double
letters like p’s here means a stronger
pronunciation on the p in this case
Biscotti: Bees kote tee (in Italy this word is
never pronounced Bis kah tee)
And let’s not forget –Grazie: Grah zee ay
(don’t forget to pronounce the letter “e”
Now on to the real reason why I write this
column: FOOD and RECIPES. What better
occasion to tell you about recipes (or giving
away one)?
For what I have seen there are two schools
of thoughts: The first is that you share a

recipe, the second ……till death do you
part. By now you already know that I have
an opinion on the matter. I think it would
be interesting to do a survey and see how
many people would share or would never
share their recipe. Email me at: www.
lullustuttocucina.com and let me know.
The whole thing started when with my niece
present, I hinted that I do share my recipes
(after all, I do teach cooking classes!) She
was adamant about not sharing, especially
some recipes that were given to her by her
uncle (my brother). I was trying to explain
to her that when another person tries your
recipe, the chances for it to be exactly like
yours, are minimal and I really like the idea
that a recipe that is shared is more precious
then the one that is not shared. Think
how many more people would enjoy that
particular dish.
So here I go: one recipe to share with
you:

Corona Beans
Soak the 1 lbCorona beans overnight
Chop 1/2onion, 1carrot, and 1 stalk of
celery. Add about 2 or 3oz of pancetta cut
in small cubes and sauté in olive oil and add
1 clove of garlic. Remove the garlic after
becomes gold color. Sauté until soft, adding
some water if necessary. Drain the beans
and add to the pot adding beef broth (or
Vegetable broth) to cover the beans. Cook
slowly for 2or 3 hours. Drizzle some hot
pepper olive oil right before serving as side
dish to lamb, to pork or just by itself.
Buon appetito...Until next time.
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PGA Hopeful
Talks Shop at
Salem Golf Club

A-dec® to Offer
Stelte Custom
Dental Furniture

By Michael Patrick O’Connor
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Lacking the gravitas of George Plimpton,
I wasn’t about to try my hand at becoming
the Paper Lion of the links while discussing
Salem Golf Club with one of its resident
pros. However, the G-rated Hunter S.
Thompson in me was more than up for
draining a pint instead of a putt at the
facility’s 19th hole, Rudy’s Restaurant. The
dining establishment on the green is located
at 2025 Golf Course Road South and touted
as an exact reproduction of Rosedown
Plantation, a pre-Civil War manor house.
Gregory Smith is an affable 28-year-old
who recently traded in his curly locks for a
Jarhead-like coif and claims: “Out of any
other course in the Salem area it’s the most
natural setting to play golf. Humongous
Douglas fir trees line every hole. It’s really
secluded beauty.” Deer, the occasional
fox and plenty of water fowl are part of
the landscape on the 6,200-yard course
(measured from the back tees).
A walking anachronism, this luddite took
comfort in learning that tee times at Salem
Golf Club are not taken by computer and
that the Birdie Book system still lives there.
Smith promises that “a single” looking to
play a round is rarely turned away and only
when a tournament is taking place.
According to Smith, the semi-private
club presently has some 350 members.
Individual memberships can be obtained
for a $1,500.00 initiation fee and $145.00
per month in dues. Couples can become
members for a $2,200.00 initiation fee and
$220.00 per month for unlimited golf with
preferred tee times, locker room facilities,
club storage and club cleaning. An E-ticket
round with use of a cart runs an additional
twelve dollars per person. A limited number
of junior memberships are also available
for $500.00 per annum with the same
amenities and benefits extended to those 18
and under.
The North Salem High School team
practices at Salem Golf Club as do members
of Salem Academy’s golf team. Salem Golf
Club also plays host to the Cap-City Amateur
every year when upwards of 260-players
enter, some coming from as far off as New
York state and Canada.
Smith is a Salem native who first picked
up a set of clubs at age 13, playing for South
Salem High School. Smith credits Salem
Golf Club owner Tom Kay with giving him
the opportunity to become a Resident Golf
Professional while trying to make the PGA
tour. Smith will be taking his first shot at
the PGA Qualifying School in 2006, but still
has time to offer playing lessons at $40.00
per round.
As this issue went to press, Smith was
in final preparation for this year’s Tucson
Chrysler Challenge.

Golf Pro Greg Smith

One
of
the
world’s
leading
manufacturers
of
dental
equipment has added custom dental cabinetry to its many product offerings.
Effective January 1, 2006, A-dec
purchased Stelte Dental Systems Inc.,
of Mukilteo, Wash., to integrate Stelte’s
custom dental cabinets into A-dec’s line of
dental furniture. Now referred to as “Stelte
by A-dec”,” the new product line will be
offered initially through A-dec dealers in
Washington, Oregon, and Idaho with the
potential of an expanded distribution in the
future.
“The acquisition of Stelte will allow Adec to offer dental professionals even
more choices in dental furniture,” said
Phil Westover, Senior Product Manager
for A-dec. “Stelte has an excellent reputation
as a custom dental cabinet maker, and
its products complement A-dec’s line of
manufactured dental furniture.”
Westover noted that the new Stelte by
A-dec cabinetry will be available with
fully custom design, fabrication, and
installation offering features, options,
colors, and materials currently not
available with manufactured modular
dental furniture. The new custom
cabinets will integrate with A-dec delivery
systems and will address unique needs
of both general and specialty dental
practices.
“A-dec intends to preserve the unique
characteristics of what Stelte has done
so well,” said Wayne Aho, A-dec’s
Director of Domestic Sales. “Mike
Stelte will join A-dec in a key technical
consulting role, and we expect all
current Stelte employees to remain with
the operation. Both A-dec and Stelte share
a passion for serving their customers, and
together we will find new ways to offer them
great products and services.”
Aho added that, for now, Stelte
operations will remain separate from Adec’s. There are no immediate plans to
relocate Stelte’s manufacturing facility,
which is located in Mukilteo, Washington
with 18 employees. The company
has been making quality custom dental
cabinetry for more than 25 years and has
served hundreds of clients throughout the
Pacific Northwest, as well as other regions
of the U.S. and Canada.
Headquartered
in
Newberg,
Ore.,
A-dec is one of the largest dental
equipment manufacturers in the world
with a global network of authorized
dealers and customers in more than
100 countries. Founded in 1964, A-dec
designs, builds, and markets dental
chairs, stools, delivery systems, dental
lights, cabinetry, handpieces, and a full
line of dental accessories. For more
information, visit www.a-dec.com or call 1800-547-1883.
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Reality Check
by michael patrick o’connor
Facts and the truth appear to be out off
fashion in America, something that gets
in the way of the bread and circus act of
entertaining the masses while our modern
Rome smolders. Hopefully, my analysis is
inaccurate and this piece has no chance of
turning me into a modern Cassandra.
Plenty of journalists have cast a critical eye
at Wall Street and government for chicanery,
but let’s take a closer look in media’s
mirror. We are certainly not the fairest
ones of all. While CNN gussies up many
of its anchorwomen like high class escorts
these days—in all fairness its poster boy
Anderson Cooper should be delivering this
brand of infotainment sans a standard issue
white Oxford shirt and sport a Chippendales
bowtie—accuracy is now an afterthought.

Case in point, how so many of my
journalistic brethren and sisters got the
trapped West Virginia coalminers story
wrong. I was shocked to see a brilliant
journalist like John Donvan of ABC’s
Nightline get swept up in the frenzy to get
the story out first and inaccurately, namely
reporting that twelve of thirteen miners
survived when just the opposite was true.
This certainly could not be the same John
Donvan with whom I once shared a table
inside ABC’s Moscow Bureau in 1992 while
he lobbied to go forward with a package
about sickened mushroom pickers even
though the story was stale, having already
been run by competing news organizations.
Of course, he is.
John has not changed, the industry

Stephen Shaw
Awarded
Designation
from CUNA

Erika Kunders
of Initial
Security Named
to ASIS Chapter

Oregon Community Credit Union is proud
to announce that Risk Manager Stephen J.
Shaw has been awarded the designation of
Certified Credit Union Executive (CCUE)
by the Credit Union National Association
(CUNA). Reserved for those that have
reached the pinnacle of professional
credit union
achievement,
less than 2500
individuals
nationwide
have received
the
CCUE
designation
since
the
program’s
inception in
1975.
Participants in the CCUE program learn
advanced credit union management and
operations techniques. Shaw, who has
worked in the industry for more than 12
years, enrolled in the program to gain a
comprehensive knowledge of the many
different areas within the credit union
movement. “I feel privileged to be part of
the elite group of people who have achieved
this designation,” Shaw said. “The CCUE
program is a fantastic and well-run program
that offers many challenging courses with
practical material I’ve been able to apply on
the job.”
Oregon
Community
Credit
Union
currently operates seven branch offices
in the Eugene-Springfield area, two in
the Salem area, and recently opened two
branches in the Portland area. The Credit
Union serves anyone who lives or works in
Benton, Clackamas, Columbia, Lane, Linn,
Marion, Multnomah, Polk, Washington,
and Yamhill counties.

Initial Security, the fifth largest security
company in North America, announces
the appointment of Erika Kunders
as Vice Chairperson of the Portland
ASIS
International
Chapter.
ASIS
International is the largest organization
advancing
the
security
profession
worldwide. I welcome the opportunity to
arrange for Salem Business Journal to
speak with Ms. Kunders, or supply photos
or other information upon your request.
“Erika is a dynamic individual who
brings significant organizational and
management experience to the Portland
chapter of ASIS International,” said
Jeff Van Allen, Regional Vice President,
West Region, Initial Security. Kunders
joined Initial Security’s Portland, Oregon
office in August 2005 as an Account
Executive. “Erika brings a special
enthusiasm to the job, which energizes
and refreshes our entire team,” said
Kevin Cooley, Branch Manager for Initial
Security’s
Oregon
and
Southwest
Washington area. “Her attitude and personal
intelligence will also make a big difference
in developing the local ASIS programs.”
Prior to joining Initial Security, Kunders
held a variety of management positions
in the retail sector for Mikasa, Mervyn’s,
Western Warehouse and Maurices, Inc.
“I am in charge of three major events
for the Portland ASIS chapter this
year,” said Erika Kunders, Account
Executive, West Region, Initial Security. “I
look forward to distinguishing this
outstanding chapter by increasing our
membership and spreading the word
about the educational opportunities and
accomplished speakers presented by our
chapter.”
Kunders is a graduate of Oregon
State University with a Bachelor of
Science degree.

has. The devolution of journalism has
led an industry to go from a butterfly to a
caterpillar. The change has not happened
overnight.
The metamorphosis began
long before I became a working journalist
while attending classes at the University of
Oregon in the late 1980s, becoming an ABC
Information Network stringer.
Print journalists certainly do not get a
pass either. Many headlines at dailies got
the mine accident story wrong as well in a
“Dewey Wins” time warp. Why? I’ll take
laziness for $1,000, Alex! Meanwhile, the
lines between news and entertainment have
blurred to such a degree that I think Braille
is in order.
That said, not enough attention is being
paid by media to an emerging China or the
reemerged totalitarianism in Russia that
has allowed its government to seize control
of segments of its press and regain operating
control of key industries like Gazprom. The
natural gas and oil concern may eventually
try to strong-arm our beloved United States
as it recently did the Ukraine.

While so many Americans have become
divorced from reality with so-called Reality
Television (Is Mark Burnett the Antichrist?),
Russia has solidified its position as the
nation with the largest natural gas reserves
in the world and its top five position in
petroleum reserves is nothing to ignore
either. The so-called Russian Bear is no
longer in hibernation and the so-called
Sleeping Giant called China is on No-Doz,
an economic powerhouse that can also field
an army of 200,000,000. Count them zeros
and you can see why reinstitution of the draft
will eventually occur whether a Republican
or a Democrat occupies the White House.
May you live in interesting times? It’s a
scary proposition.
In the interest of full disclosure, Michael Patrick
O’Connor is an iconoclast Republican journalist
who could not excoriate ABC News too much
since its parent company, Disney, occasionally
throws him a bone. The muckraker in him
jokes that Goofy is employed in the accounting
department.
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LEDOUX’S AUTO SERVICE
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The Double-Edged Sword
“Living in a capital city is a double edged
sword,” said Mike McLaren, executive
director of the Salem Area Chamber of
Commerce, when asked about the effects of
government on local business.
Close proximity to legislators and agency
staffers can be a definite plus. But sometimes,
McLaren added, “Salem has been a testing
ground for innovative things the state
wants to implement.” Innovative is putting
it nicely. Government’s ‘one-size-fits-all’
mandates can be very troubling, leaving
insufficient room for local government and
business to amend the rules appropriate to
city particulars.
When you look at the number of legislative
committees and state agencies that affect
business’ bottom line, you run out of fingers
and toes to count on! DIS, DAS, DOT, DOC?
You’ve got a mouthful of acronyms and a
headful of do’s and don’ts. The decisions
made by lawmakers – many of them
not business people - impact businesses

statewide, not just in Salem. More
importantly, the laws are interpreted and
carried out by managers and professionals,
most of whom are not business people.
It seems to me that Salem business
journalists have a rare opportunity…and
perhaps an important duty…to use our close
proximity to shine more light on how the
state promotes, assists, prods, regulates
and prosecutes business. Doing so could be
informative for business people who have
little time and maybe even less desire to
wade into the mire of law, administrative
rules, ordinances and juris prudence
shaping our economy.
Thankfully, in a democracy, access to
the gears and wheels of decision making
is guaranteed. Reporters - who sometimes
find themselves, with all due respect, on the
lowest rung of the ladder of citizenry – are
charged with clearing the mine muck and
hauling in dynamite.
The Chamber of Commerce has a long

Capitol Report: Tim Buckley
tradition of doing its own digging, on behalf
of its members. “Our primary role is to
represent business in the political arena,”
McLaren said. They’re not alone. AOI, NFIB
and a handful of other business associations
also conduct lobbying, advocacy and
education here. We’re all better for their
snooping and ear-bending.
The fact that other publications already do
business reporting doesn’t mean the mother
lode has been fully tapped. And so this
column – to extend the mining analogy a few
feet farther – will add its small headlamp
into the dim recesses of government and
cry out in jubilation or distress about the
nuggets found.
Here are a couple examples:
•
Mike McLaren thinks Oregon’s
Unemployment Insurance is too burdensome
on business owners. He says we have an

“enabling” system where employees hire
on and then quickly quit, in order to collect
another few months of unemployment on
the backs of business.
•
Chuck Easterly, loss prevention
manager at SAIF, says that Oregon has
become an attractive state for business
based on the trend in workers’ comp
premiums relative to the benefits. Oregon
has one of the country’s most competitive
rates at $2.05 per $100 of payroll.
Let me know what sort of things you’d
like have this column do. I’m all ears and
fingers.

Fish & Wildlife: Is it Worth the Money?
Are you, the taxpayer, getting your money’s
worth from the Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife? To answer this question we
must first examine the overall State budget.
The State of Oregon has an overall two
year projected General Fund and Lottery
dollars budget for 2005-07 of just under
$12 billion dollars. About $10 billion of that
money comes from personal income taxes
(that’s us). The other $2 billion comes from
lottery, corporate income tax, insurance,
tobacco tax, and other sources. The State
of Oregon’s two year proposed expenditures
for 2005-07 are divided as follows in
descending order:
1. Education $6.5 billion (55%)
2. Human Services $2.5 billion (21%)
3. Public Safety/Judicial $2 billion (17%)
4. Other $460 million (4%)
5. Natural Resources $260 million (2%)
6. Economic & Community Development
(1%)
The Dept. of Fish & Wildlife is one of the
Natural Resources agencies.
The $260
million spent on Natural Resources is
divided as follows:
1. Parks and Recreation Dept. $72.3
million (35%)
2. Oregon Watershed Enhancement
Board $43.4 million (17%)
3. State Forestry Dept. $37 million (14%)
4. Dept. of Environmental Quality $27.5
million (11%)
5. Dept. of Agriculture $24.5 million
(9%)
6. Water Resources Dept. $19.5 million
(8%)
7. Dept. of Fish and Wildlife $18.8
million (7%)
8. – 14. Another seven Natural Resources
Depts. $6.8 million (3%)

The Fish & Wildlife Dept. has a two-year
budget of $228 million and funds come
from the following sources:
1. Other Funds $112 million (49%)
(Other funds are composed mostly of
hunter/angler license and tag fees)
2. Federal Funds $97 million (43%)
3. State General Fund & Lottery $18.8
million (8.3%)
So our research has shown us that as a
percentage of the $12 billion General Fund/
Lottery budget, ODFWs’ cut of the pie is
only .0016% or 16 cents out of every $100 of
General Fund money. ODFW also receives
only 8.3% of their budget from State funds.
The majority of the ODFW biennial budget
is funded through means other than the
state’s general or lottery funds. Now let’s
examine what ODFW does with it’s money.
All the Natural Resource agencies are
charged with the responsibility of “managing
Oregon’s natural resources for present
and future generations while supporting
a sound and sustainable economy”. All of
these agencies have a stake in Oregon’s fish
and wildlife, but obviously the agency with
the most control is the Dept. of Fish and
Wildlife. ODFW spends its money in the
following fashion:
1. Fish Division $123 million (56%)
(natural production, propagation,
marine, interjurisdictional fisheries)
2. Wildlife Division $41 million (19%)
(game hunting, wildlife habitat,
wildlife diversity)
3. Administration $29 million (13%)
(human resources, information,
education, administrative services)
4. Oregon State Police $12 million (5%)
(enforce game laws to protect natural
resources)

Fishing Matters: Bruce Harpole
5. Capital Improvement $10 million (4%)
(new research hatchery, new 		
headquarters, repair facilities)
6. Habitat Division $6 million (3%)
(manage water and land resources)
In business terms, ODFW’s product
is fishing, hunting and wildlife viewing.
Hunters, anglers and wildlife viewers
annually spend approximately $2.1 billion
in the State of Oregon, according to 2001
numbers.
The $2.1 billion of economic
activity from fishing and hunting generates
an estimated $86 million annually in
income taxes for the State. If we subtract
$9.4 million (1/2 the ODFW bi-annually
funding from the State) the State comes
out ahead by nearly $77 million. That’s an
819% annual return on investment. Don’t
you wish your investments did that well?
So why did our Governor reduce the
amount invested in ODFW by $5.5 million
from the 2003-05 budget to 2005-07. Darn
good question. If State government was
run like the private sector our governor
would be pumping investment capital into
one of his best producing products, fishing,
hunting and wildlife viewing. Eventually,
they would run into a diminishing return,
but there is obvious room for growth in
the fishing and hunting “product line”. As
it now stands, a tightening of State funds
is constricting ODFW’s output. Also, a
growing disenchantment among anglers
and hunters, caused in part by a reduction
in the availability of harvestable fish and

game, is leading to fewer tags and licenses
being sold thus weakening ODFW’s ability
to self fund. If the State would reinvest just
a small portion what fishing and hunting
generates, we would have a prosperous
agency that would create even more revenue
for the State. A $2.1 billion industry with
an 819% ROI is being squeezed out by an
unappreciative State.
For a comparison let us look at ODFW
and the Oregon Parks and Recreation
Department. Both receive about 37-38% of
their funds from public fees. Both generate
similar levels of economic activity. The great
disparity is in the level of investment by the
state. The Parks & Rec. Dept. receives nearly
four times the amount of general fund/
lottery revenues. The State is expanding
it’s funding in parks while reducing it in fish
and wildlife.
The answer to our initial question is
an obvious YES. In fact, fish and wildlife
are not only worth the money, they are
moneymakers for the State of Oregon.
You can contact Bruce Harpole at the Oregon
Fishing Club, 541-967-8301, ofc@ofc.org.
OFC offers 43 private fishing locations in NW
Oregon.
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Mahonia Nursery – Supporting Development
with Native Plants
By carolyn R. bolton

Mahonia Nursery is a Salem-based,
family-owned wholesale vineyard and
nursery that specializes in native and native
compatible® plants. They pride themselves
in offering quality native plants of the Pacific
Northwest and selected ornamentals, grown
in a sustainable manner and sold wholesale
at competitive prices.
Mahonia also produces grafted grapevines
and premium wine grapes such as Pinot
noir, Pinot gris and Chardonnay. In fact,
Mahonia participates in Oregon’s L.I.V.E.
Program, a stringent certification program
for earth-friendly grape growing. Their
grapes are sold each year to several award
winning Oregon winemakers, with the belief
that “fine wine starts with the vine.”
A portion of the inventory at Mahonia
Nursery is comprised of “specimen-sized”
native oak and madrone trees rescued from
development sites in the Mid-Willamette
Valley. This painstaking preservation
process provides maturing trees for local
landscaping, while preserving the original
heritage of the area’s native trees.
In addition to large madrones and native
oaks, Mahonia offers mountain hemlock
and alpine fir that are perfect for specimen
trees. They also offer native perennials,
deciduous shrubs and broadleaf evergreen,
conifers, native ground covers, shade and
flowering trees, grapevines and a variety of
specialty products.
“Native Plant” Primer
So what’s the big deal about native plants,
anyway? Simply put, native plants are plants
indigenous to a specific geographic area
– they were not imported as immigrants
came to America or as settlers later moved
Westward. The term “naturalized plants,”

on the other hand, refers to those plants
that were literally carried into an area for
planting because they weren’t initially
available there and someone wanted to
enjoy them on their property. As naturalized
plants become better established, they very
often become invasive because of damage
they cause to ecosystem processes.
In terms of hard cold dollars, non-native
vegetation costs Oregonians millions of
dollars annually in control treatments and
loss of otherwise productive lands.
How We Got Here From There
The specific kinds of plants native to the
Mid-Willamette Valley were born here more
than 15,000 years ago, as the last glaciers
retreated from the Pacific Northwest. Over
the millennia, those tender first-generation
seedlings developed into the dynamic forests
and verdant groundcover that left early
explorers speechless in awe. They sustained
the indigenous people of the bioregion for
hundreds of years and – when we happen to
encounter them in urban green spaces or in
the mountains – they continue to leave us
breathless with wonder.
The negative impact of human inhabitation
in the Willamette Valley was minimal until
mid-way through the 19th Century, when
large-scale logging of bountiful old-growth
forests began. Logging was followed by
clearing and grading of the previously
forested lands, settlement and farming,
building of roads, broad introduction of
naturalized (exotic) plants, and building
of dams and reservoirs that modified the
flow of local waterways. These and other
activities dramatically changed the natural
landscape.
Human impact continues today. During

the latter part of the 20th Century, the rise
in invasive species also became closely connected to commerce. For instance, during summer months, live Japanese beetles
known as Popillia japonica hitchhike across
the ocean on airplanes to arrive unannounced at Portland International Airport.
Or consider Pueraria montana, whose
common name is “kudzu” and nickname is
“the weed that ate the South”. This noxious
ground cover was found in 2000 to have
traveled west of the Mississippi for the first
time when it was discovered in Oregon. A
vine initially used extensively n the 1930s
and 1940s on the East Coast to control erosion, this voracious vine grows an astonishing 12 inches each day. By the year 2000, it
was documented to have smothered seven
million acres in the South. Thank goodness
that its spread to the Willamette Valley was
quickly brought under control.
Other maladies brought by invasive plants
appear in the news with regularity. Sudden
oak death. “Twig die back”, which is found
in Rhododendron, California bay laurel,
huckleberry, redwood, Douglas fir and
many other plants. Many other exotic plant
species are actually toxic when ingested or
touched. The list is long and demonstrates
the harsh reality that Oregon is literally
bombarded by undesirable exotic species.
A Return to Native Landscapes
Mahonia Nursery – and similar native
nurseries – encourages landscaping
consistent with original soils and growing
conditions. Some areas in the Willamette
Valley are riparian in nature, with soils
high in organic matter that provide high
moisture retention. Native plants that thrive
in ample moisture are recommended in

such a situation. For upland areas situated
above the water table, the sandy soil drains
quickly and dries out thoroughly during lowrain summer months. So plants that require
minimal moisture are ideal. The Willamette
Valley is chocked full of lush meadows,
mixed deciduous forests, and deep dark
conifer forests. Each of these unique natural
systems supports different kinds of plant
species.
It’s best to choose plants that match your
location’s conditions whenever you can, even
if only on a small scale. Appropriate native
plant re-introduction serves to minimize
erosion and support natural wildlife, while
often cutting the water costs otherwise
required to maintain thirsty naturalized
plants in inappropriate soil settings.
Generally, in the business of horticulture,
plants are selected and bred for any variety
of aesthetic reasons. Perhaps a larger fruit
or flower is desired, or a longer blooming
season, or a slightly different hue or color.
As hybridization takes place, new plant
varieties may not be as useful to wildlife
as a native plants would be. For instance,
naturalized hybrids may not produce
nectar, making them a poor food source for
local hummingbirds and bees. Many native
Northwest bushes bear berries that support
many species of birds through the winter
season. The ability to sustain local wildlife
when selecting native plants for landscaping
is a value-added bonus for the landscaper.
Retail Sales Now in Mahonia’s
Future
Mahonia Nursery is currently set up only
for wholesale purchases, but exciting plans
are underway for expansion into the retail
market as part of Mill Creek Junction – a
commercial green industrial project planned
for the northwest corner of Kuebler and
Turner Roads. This 10-acre development
will blend the manufacture of a variety of
green products with the retail sale of green
products to the public.
In the meantime, anyone interested in
seeing Mahonia Nursery products or learning
more about native plants can hop on over to
Al’s Garden Center in Woodburn.
Information on Mahonia Nursery
available online at www.mahonianursery.
com. The nursery facility itself is located at
2655 Landau Street SE in Salem.
Mahonia products are available to the
general public at Al’s Garden Center,
1220 North Pacific Highway (99E) in
Woodburn or visit Al’s online at www.alsgardencenter.com.
To learn more about native, naturalized
and invasive plants, read the Invasive
Species in Oregon Report Card, 2004
prepared by the Oregon Invasive Species
Council from Portland State University.
This informative report is available online
in PDF format: http://www.oregon.gov/
OISC/docs/pdf/rc04.pdf.
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A Second Business Seminar Planned from
Hub City
On January 17th, Hub City Capital, a
business brokerage, held a free business
seminar: “Reaping the Benefits of Your
Labor: Selling Your Business Successfully,”
the first of a two part series.
In attendance were local businessmen and
businesswomen eager to learn about Hub
City Capital’s services and the process for
selling one’s business. The evening began
with an introduction by Chrissy Weston,
Broker’s Assistant, on the company, Hub
City Capital, and the presenting brokers,
Gary Weston and Reuben Worster.
Hub City Capital provides business sales
services including buying, selling, mergers,
and business valuations. The Business
Brokers handle all the communications
made between the buyer, seller and any
attorneys that may be involved. HCC’s
Business Brokers provide confidentiality,
personal experience, professional service,
and industry knowledge.
Gary Weston, a Business Sales Advisor/
Broker, has 30 years of small business

ownership
experience
including
a
restaurant, hardware store, convenience
store and resort. He is also a retail
consultant for hardware stores. Reuben
Worster, a Business Sales Advisor and
Commercial Broker, has 15 years of real

Reuben Worster

Gary Weston

estate and business sales experience, as well
as 30 years business ownership experience
including two restaurant/lounges, a car
dealership and clothing store.
Following Hub City Capital’s business
brokers were brief presentations from
Stephen L. Tabor, Attorney at Law, based
in Sublimity, who explained the role of an

attorney during the selling process. Mr.
Tabor described an attorney’s duties for
writing contracts based on agreements
made between the buying and selling
parties. The attorney’s office is where the
sale will close. Jyl Meier, Certified Senior
Escrow Officer, Lawyers Title on South
Commercial, explained that title companies
were the neutral third party in the selling
process. She stated that sometimes there is
a need to close in escrow and sometimes it
is not necessary. Ms. Meier also informed
the attendees on the benefits of using a
title company, as they are able to obtain
debt information about a business prior to
closing a sale.
A second seminar, “Living Your Passion:
Buying the Right Business Right” is being
planned for late February/March 2006.
If you are interested in learning about
Hub City Capital and its services to assist
you in Living Your Passion, this free
business seminar is for you! For additional
information or to register for this seminar,
contact Chrissy Weston 503-586-2000 or
email: gary@hubcitycapital.com.

The Silver Creek Chimney Sweep & Stoves
Since 1979 • When Quality Counts

Regency & Hampton
Wood and Gas Stoves
Sales & Service

Caps
Stainless Steel liners
Masonry Repair
Hearth Accessories
Dryer Vent Cleaning

Scott Hess • 503-873-3254

OCSA & NFI Certified

CCB 153004

IN SALEM, MERRILL LYNCH CAN HELP
YOU MAKE YOUR MONEY WORK
HARDER BY WORKING TOGETHER.

• Over 45 years experience
• Complete upholstery shop
• Unique custom made
furniture
• Visit our showroom
• Restyle & restoration is
our speciality

2230 Fairgrounds Road NE - Salem

503-362-6886
Next to Donut Delite

• Service, Service, Service!

How do you see your financial life?
Your investments are there. Your
retirement here. Your banking way
over there. Seen separately and
managed separately, your financial life
can only take you so far. Now there’s
a way to go beyond those limits.
We call it Total MerrillSM. At its heart
is a powerful premise: your money

works harder when it works together.
A Merrill Lynch Financial Advisor will
look at your total financial picture
and deliver customized solutions
that can benefit every area of your
financial life.
Total Merrill. We see your financial life
in total. We help you reach your goals.

TO MAKE YOUR MONEY WORK HARDER BY WORKING TOGETHER,
CONTACT A MERRILL LYNCH FINANCIAL ADVISOR TODAY OR VISIT
WWW.ASKMERRILL.ML.COM

503-362-9556
503-362-9506
Merrill Lynch
MERRILL LYNCH
1255
Lee Street,
S.E.,
150
960 LIBERTY
STREET
SE, Suite
SUITE 110
Salem,
OR
97302
SALEM, OR 97302
BENNY WON, CFM
FINANCIAL ADVISOR
Total Merrill and Total Merrill design are service marks of Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.
© 2003 Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated. Member, SIPC.
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Oregon Fishing Club
Opening gates since 1989

Salem Business Journal
www.SalemBusinessJournal.com

OFC members enjoy year-round sportfishing
access to over three dozen fishing and camping
locations, all within a short drive from Salem.
You and your family can relax at clean, uncrowded, secure, park-like settings, beside
some of NW Oregon’s finest rivers and lakes.
For more info: toll free (877)571-8947 • ofc@ofc.org • www.ofc.org

Salem’s Source for Business
News & Information

Salem Business Card File
The Lighting
Gallery
2425 25th St., SE, Salem, OR 97302
Ph: 503 / 364-2715
Fax: 503 / 371-3090

Salem Business Journal

Bike • Skate • Snow

Business Card File

Sales-Services•Tires-Tubes • Accessories

-VISA-M/C/Discover-Amex
Tuesday-Friday
10-6 / Sat. 9-4
430 McClaine St.,
Silverton

Salem Business Journal

Business Card File

503-873-0977

www. aeocomputers .com

Brian Beesley
1522 NE Broadway @ Shipping
Salem OR 97303

503-391-7333

Repairs
Upgrades
Custom-built
computers
MERCEDES BENZ
SAAB • BMW
VOLVO • AUDI
LAND ROVER

FREEMAN MOTOR CO
EUROPEAN MOTORCARS
Marshall Zoerner

JIM WAKEFIELD

Honda Store Manager

Salem 370-3060

Portland (503)241-8093
1-800-624-2997

5535 S.W. Hood Ave. • 503.314.6446
6626 S.W. Macadam Ave. • 503.310.5555
Portland, OR 97239
www.freemanmotor.com
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Salem Business Card File
Our Team Members are ready to help you...

A+ Computer Works
503-845-4084
Monday-Friday 1:00-6:00
Mornings, evenings weekends by appt.

MIKE ANDERSON
Sales Associate

Salem (503)371-0122
1-800-624-2997
FAX (503)588-6833

225 S. Main, Mt. Angel • www.aPlusComputerWorks.com

Full Service • Personal Computer Repair

Lowest Prices Around!

DeLon BMW

DeLon BMW

Larry Ramage
660 Liberty Street NE
Salem, OR 97301

Keith Hill
660 Liberty Street NE
Salem, OR 97301

Sales Manager

Client Advisor

Tel: (503)399-9541
Toll Free: (877)266-0117
Fax: (503)585-5933
Cell: (503)510-0485
E-Mail: hillke@delonbmw.com

Tel: (503)399-9541
Toll Free: (877)266-0117
Fax: (503)585-5933
E-Mail: LPR1960@peoplepc.com

Salem Spy Shop
A subsidiary of TeleCom Clinic

		
CCB# 89963

 Cameras		 Spy Equipment

 Security

 Installations

503-362-7351

Visit our showroom at 1522 Broadway St. NE
For 10% OFF, visit SALEMSPYSHOP.COM

Keith Brown Buys Madras Builders Center, Inc.
Effective February 1, 2006, Madras
Builders Center, Inc. will sell its
operations and business interests
to Keith Brown Building Materials.
This will become the 13th store in the
growing chain based in Salem, Oregon
and the first acquired by the company
since 2000.
Gary Jones who was MBC’s Branch
Manager will continue to manage the
store. In addition a number of key
employees of MBC will be retained by

Keith Brown Building Materials.
“The housing market in Central Oregon
remains strong as the region continues
to be one of the fastest growing areas in
the nation. We are very excited about
being in the expanding community of
Madras and look forward to making
this facility a base of operation for this
important market in Oregon” says Phil
Cox, Vice President of Operations.
Founded in 1928, Keith Brown
Building Materials is privately owned

and headquartered in Salem, Oregon.
The company operates 12 full service
lumberyards, which are located along
the I-5 Corridor: Portland, Molalla,
Salem, Corvallis, Medford and Madras
in Oregon, and Tracy, Oakdale,
Modesto, Madera, Visalia and Lindsay
in California. Keith Brown also operates
a discount building materials outlet as
well as a door shop division in Salem.
Keith Brown’s 210 employees produced
Sales of $70 million in 2005.
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New Website
Provides
Investment
Services
Avid stock watchers and take-charge
investors now have a service that will do
the nitty-gritty research and analysis to
assist them at critical financial crossroads.
Whether you’re planning for retirement or
just beginning to manage funds, Investment
Analysis Services (IAS) of Keizer, OR is
a new online business tool that can help
investors shape their financial future.
Launched by owners Michael Bowen
and Michael Patton, Investment Analysis
Services does not provide advice or
recommendations. Instead, the owners
monitor approximately 1000 stocks from
the NASDAQ and New York Stock Exchange
and provide an analysis of their findings on
their website, www.iasupdate.com.
Clients have the opportunity to utilize the
information and make a personal investment
based on the resulting performance.
Ultimately, as their slogan reads, IAS is a
business “where uncommon strategy creates
uncommon results.”
Both retired engineers with 35 years
of friendship behind them, Bowen and
Patton developed the foundation for IAS
in 2003 to manage personal finances in
hopes of maximizing the percent return on
their investments. “We both moved into
retirement and we needed to manage our
funds,” said Bowen. By early 2004, IAS
officially became an operating business.
According to the owners, managing IAS
is a two-step process. First, they earmark
stocks that demonstrate promising growth,
and second, they track the performance
of 15 stocks to determine whether or not
they are profitable. When all the research
and data analysis is complete, Bowen and
Patton update the website every Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday so that clients may
essentially look over their shoulder and
assess their findings.
This year, the duo boasts stellar results,
as they outperformed the S&P 500 index by
about 20 percent.
Above all else, top performance is the thrust
behind IAS. As Bowen states, “number one,
we want to continue to perform. Number
two we continue to build a customer base
that can take advantage of that performance.
And number three we want to put money
back into the business and make the website
more effective.”
Those interested may visit the website and
start a one-month free trial.
“Both of us spent 30-40 years in the
technical end of the corporate world,” said
Bowen. “We both witnessed first-hand the
many times that company politics dominated
over good engineering and scientific effort,
and we moved into retirement with the
conviction that good technical analysis is the
key to true performance. IAS is our attempt
to demonstrate this in the investment
realm.”
If an uncommon financial strategy is up
your alley, Investment Analysis Services
may prove to be the online service for you.
And for a reasonable fee, you can learn which
stocks to invest money in and potentially
reap uncommon results that will equip you
for the future.
For more information visit their site at:
www.iasupdate.com.
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Take Politics Out of Education
Political campaigns, issue debates and
emotional sound bytes are sure to fill the
press pages and airwaves this year. One
of the hottest topics, as always, will be
education…..let’s see, that issue has been
a favorite political football year after year
after year. That is unfortunate. The cry for
more funding will be heard far and wide.
The real question is: Does the system need
more money or does the system need change
or both? The “system” in this case is not just
the school system but also the entire state
government.
Some groups are advocating that change
is needed. In fact, Stand For Children
has initiated its campaign slogan “Vote
for Children, Vote for Change.” If the
“change” is only about more money, that
definition of change is not the answer. If
the “change” is about systemic changes in
public education and in the priorities of
state government, then there will be more
money for education.
First of all, as a society, we need to redefine
what we want our public education system
to be. Do we want an educational institution
that provides the finest education to our
youth, prepares them for the world of work

Salem Chamber: Mike McLaran
and positions graduates to be competitive
in a global economy? Or, do we want a
system where excellence in education
is compromised by the demand for our
teachers to be surrogate parents and social
workers?
We cannot rightly hold a system
accountable when the expectation of that
system is to be all things to all people.
That is a formula for failure. Government
mandates and social experimentation has
not worked and continues to weaken public
education.
If a child comes to the door of school
and is ready to learn, let that child enter
into a classroom to learn and be taught
by individuals who chose to teach as their
profession. If a child comes through the
school doors and is not ready to learn because
of reasons that can range from severe
medical problems to emotional trauma to
lack of food or proper clothing, let us meet
their needs by having them tended to by
individuals who work in social services and
are located right in the school
building. In other words, lets
get the Department of Health
and Human Services (DHS)
out of the huge state buildings
and into the neighborhood
schools. Currently, there are
pilot projects in Salem-Keizer
implementing this very strategy
and we need to have this effort
expanded.
Of course, this will require
that DHS not try to be all things
to all people. Services to our
children would need to be top
priority and the delivery of
those services would need to be
reformed. There is still plenty
of manipulation of the social
services system along with a
much too enabling philosophy
by our state government
that leads individuals to
government dependency and
mediocrity. Addressing this
could eventually lead to more
dollars for education.
Let’s change the system to let
teachers teach. When we do

that, we then can better hold the educational
system accountable for results. Many of the
mandates are misdirected and have heaped
responsibilities of parents and other social
service agencies on to the school system.
No Child Left Behind, for example, would
be a better mandate for parents than it is for
education if we really want to get to the real
issue.
If there are not systemic changes, there
will never be enough money, results will
be mediocre at best and we will not be
competitive intellectually in the global
economy.
Our children’s future and their education
are too important to politicize the issue
again and again and cause great division.
If the word is change, then let’s talk about
real change and not just more money.
Money will follow positive, constructive and
productive change.
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The Four Generation Realtors
Mike, Sandy and Scott Manning, of
the Prudential Real Estate Professionals
office, are the products of early Oregon
pioneers. Sandy a 5th generation Oregonian,
calls Mike’s family the “new kids on the
block,” jokes Mike, who is a 4th generation
Oregonian. It seems that Sandy’s family
settled in the Willamette Valley way back
in 1847, while on his mother’s side, Mike’s
family did not arrive in Oregon until 1849,
and his father’s family, not until 1851. “Some
people just take longer to recognize a good
thing,” Mike says.
Traveling thousands of miles to forge
new opportunities requires dedication and
steadfastness. And like their early ancestors,
Mike and Sandy share similar traits. They
are both devoted to long term personal, and
professional commitments. This spring,
Mike and Sandy will be celebrating their
34th wedding anniversary. “Not bad for a
couple of kids,” they say. And like their long

term marriage, Mike and Sandy have been
long time, Oregon Licensed Realtors, since
1980 and 1981.
Together, with over 50 years of combined
Real Estate experience, they are convinced
there is one key ingredient to their success…
“building good, long term relationships…and
that means follow thorough on all levels.”
Year in and year out, approximately 85%
of Mike and Sandy’s real estate business is a
result of repeat and referral. “Our clients are
more like family and friends,” they say. “We
sincerely enjoy working with our clients.”
And it seems to work. Mike and Sandy are
now helping 2nd generation clients buy and
sell their homes and investment properties.
Speaking of 2nd generations… Mike and
Sandy have two sons, Michael and Scott,
who are 6th generation Oregonians on
Sandy’s side of the family. Michael invests in

Mike, Sandy and Scott Manning of Prudential Real Estate Professionals

real estate on a personal level. His brother,
Scott, not only invests in real estate, but
since 1994 has been working with Mike
and Sandy in a professional capacity too.
Scott passed his Real Estate Licensee exam
during his senior year in high school and
has been going strong ever since. After
obtaining his real estate license, Scott went
on to completed college, and now works full
time for GE Security, the Real Estate Lock
Box provider, and still helps his clients and
friends buy, sell and invest in Real Estate.
2nd generations Realtors can sometimes
lead to 3rd generations, or is it 7th generations?
In 2005, Scott and his wife Annie, gave

birth to a beautiful baby girl, Addie, a
7th generation Oregonian. Can you spell
dynasty? When asked about this possibility,
Mike and Sandy replied…“We’re not getting
our hopes up just yet, for now, we are simply
content to be new grandparents.”
Being grand parents, as well as “Empty
Nesters,” Mike and Sandy spend a fair
amount of their time investing in, and
helping fellow “Nesters” acquire beach and
resort property. “After all,” they say, “ “We
all need to find that special place to share
with the ones we love.” Mike and Sandy say
they can’t wait to take Little Addie “Grand
Tripping.”

Coming in March
Focus on Keizer
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Bank of Salem
Announces
Successful Year
We are happy to report another year
of financial success for Bank of Salem.
After tax net income for the year
reached a new high of $3,692,000,
a $615,000 increase over 2004. In
addition to the record profits, the
bank paid a new record amount of
cash dividends. In May, the bank
paid a dividend of $1.25 per share
and in December paid a dividend of
$1.00 per share. The total of the two
cash dividends paid in 2005 was over
$7.3 million, a substantial amount of
cash returned to our shareholders.
The first cash dividend was to return
excess capital to our shareholders and
the second dividend was a result of
the record profitability. While many
other banks are out raising additional
capital, we felt fortunate to be able to
return capital to our shareholders.
The bank’s capital, after payment of
dividends, is now 12% of our total
assets as of 12-31-05.
The strong real estate market and
the locally strong economy helped us
to increase loans 20% over 2004, an
increase of almost $25 million. We
increased deposits over $28 million, a
23% increase over 2004. Net income
for 2005 increased 20% over 2004.
Fully diluted earnings per share
increased from $0.95 in 2004 to
$1.12 in 2005. We made great strides
in improving our Return on Equity
in the past year. Return on Average
Equity, a measurement of return to
our shareholders, increased from
13.96% in 2004 to 16.08% in 2005.
We are also proud to report the Bank
of Salem received national recognition
this year by The Independent
Community Bankers Association.
The June edition of the Independent
Banker magazine recognized Bank of
Salem as No. 3 in the nation in Return
on Assets for banks of $100 million to
$250 million in size.
KEY RATIOS:
• 2005 Return on Assets was
2.28%, down slightly from 2.34%
in 2004
• 2005 Return on Average Equity
was 16.08%, up from 13.96% in
2004
• 2005 Efficiency Ratio was 24.78%,
down from 26.90% in 2004
• 2005 Leveraged Capital to Asset
Ratio was 12.19%, down from
15.40% in 2004
The Bank of Salem was established
in Salem in 1991 and we will be
celebrating our 15-year anniversary in
2006. In addition to Bank of Salem,
the bank opened Bank of Portland in
1996 and Bank of Tigard in 2003.
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Build a Team for Success
When I started my real estate career 10
years ago, I was working by myself. Since
that time, my team has grown to eighteen
members. We’ve enjoyed success in our
field. We’ve branched out, grown, excelled.
Developing expertise in our field has
provided us the ability to reach out, expand
our services; add related companies to our
group. Recently I stopped to consider, ‘How
did we get here?’ The answer is simply this:
We built a team.
Whether you’re thinking of starting your
own business, or considering the expansion
of your existing business, you’ll likely find
an abundance of resources, information
and advice on the best ways to accomplish
these goals. However, perhaps one of the
most important issues, that of “building a
team”, is rarely addressed. I’d like to try to
address the topic of team building and how
it has worked for us in an effort to share
with you ideas that you may find useful for
your business, your job, or perhaps in the
hiring process.
When I hired my first assistant, I made a
decision that turned out to be the right way
to proceed, even if I wasn’t really aware of
it at the time. I hired an individual based
on positive attitude, professionalism, and
people skills. She was not expert in real
estate matters initially, but possessed the
qualities necessary to be a tremendous team
member. The simple truth: you can impart

Rushing Reflections: Bo Rushing-Barnes
knowledge and mentor to create expertise,
but you can’t create within another a
positive attitude, an exceptional work ethic,
or proficiency at working well with others.
This is not to say that I didn’t make some
poor business-building personnel choices
along the way. For a time, when a need arose
in my company for a new member, I went
to extreme lengths to determine the person
that was outstanding in that particular area.
I became a ‘recruiter’ of sorts. I sought out
‘the best’, and hired them because of their
technical skills.
Unfortunately, I was often disappointed
in the results with this method of team
building. I often found myself with coworkers that weren’t team players. Their
expertise, if in fact it existed, seemed limited
to a narrow scope of technical skills. In these
situations, we often ended up with staff with
a ‘that’s not in my job description’ type of
attitude. Worse yet, because their priorities
were misplaced, I didn’t see a high level of
cooperation or support on my team. I don’t
believe you are able to deliver the highest
level of service to your clients unless each
member is personally driven by a spirit of
team excellence and mutual support.
After determining the best method to avoid

Salem’S Premier, Full Service Home loan Provider
Debt ConsoliDation • PurChase & ConstruCtion • refinanCe

• In-House Processing, Funding,
Underwriting, Closing
• Experienced Professionals
• Excellent Customer Service
• Free Pre-Qualification
• Fast Closings
• Damaged Credit Okay
• One Day out of Bankruptcy
• Collections and Charge-Offs Okay
• Zero Down Payment Options
• First Time Home Buyers
• FHA/VA Loans
• Construction Loans

when building a team, I again determined
to surround myself with people possessing
positive attitudes, heart, trust and integrity.
I sought out people truly dedicated to being
the best they can be each day. When mixed
with strong leadership pointing the way
to developing excellence, this became my
recipe for success. My team is comprised of
individuals whom I trust implicitly to serve
the needs of our clients to the best of their
abilities. Without this trust, it would not be
possible to provide the level of service to
the large numbers of clients our companies
have been privileged to have served.
An amazing atmosphere develops when
you’re surrounded with these types of
individuals. As a cohesive team, they
enthusiastically support each other, and
expect the best out of themselves and those
they work with.
Another of the keys to the success
we’ve enjoyed comes from allowing each
team member their own specific areas of
responsibility, or their ‘specialties’. We
encourage individuals to develop their
areas of expertise. This is not to say anyone
is confined to one specific area. And of
course there are the occasional areas of
overlap, but we’ve found this to be of
little significance compared to the greatly
enhanced services we’re able to provide
by the blending of different personalities
and unique perspectives. The resulting
absence of competitiveness is the healthiest
of environments. Our office is upbeat and
enthusiastic.
In addition, when members of a truly
supportive team encounter situations in
areas in which they don’t personally feel the
utmost confidence, they relish the freedom
to go to another member and draw upon
their strengths. This creates an atmosphere
where asking for assistance, advice, and
mentoring is not only safe and acceptable;
it’s encouraged and welcome. And you’ll
find each member is more than happy to
reciprocate when others feel a need to tap
into their strengths.
We also encourage personal and
professional growth for each member of
our team. Job descriptions change and
grow with each person’s abilities. As they
gain more education, maturity, receive

specialized licenses and designations, we
evolve their position on the team with
this ‘growth’. No one is ever held back or
encouraged to stay ‘status quo’.
Stop to consider that no one of us is truly
‘self-made’. We are all influenced directly
or indirectly by those lives that cross our
paths. I believe being surrounded by this
type of exemplary team evokes the utmost
trust possible, and makes it a joy to work
together each day.
Team building also requires maintenance.
Remaining connected requires a great deal
of communication. For instance, my team
meets weekly to deal with day-to-day issues
and quarterly for half-day team-building
sessions. We also meet annually (each
January), for an all-day planning retreat,
and to reflect on successes and failures of the
previous year, and plan for the current year.
We utilize a multitude of different tools to
foster communication and understanding of
our business, our community and ourselves.
We also have monthly ‘game’ nights (just for
fun) and other holiday parties and seminars
we attend together throughout the year.
In closing, I’d like to use my favorite teambuilding analogy, that of a football team.
You or I may be the quarterback, but without
good receivers, sure-footed running backs
and fearless guards, I would get ‘sacked’
and never make a touchdown. Our team has
made many touchdowns, because we have
all the right players! It’s my sincere hope
that you surround yourself with all the right
players, and enjoy a winning team of your
own.
Bo Rushing-Barnes, CCIM is the owner
and principal broker of Rushing Real Estate,
Inc. Included within The Rushing Group of
Companies, which she co-owns with husband Joe
Barnes, are Rushing Real Estates’ Commercial
and Residential Property Divisions, Rushing
Property Management, and Multi Development
and Construction Companies.
Bo will be
a monthly contributor to the Salem Business
Journal.

Tony FeaTheringill
Branch Manager

Come in to our Salem location and meet our professional staff

Ask how you can have
our Home Warranty
Infinity Program Free
for 1 year!

(503) 588.7884 or
Toll Free (888) 810.5056
660 Hawthorne Avenue SE
Suite 130 • Salem, Oregon
www.mhmconline.com

“For ALL Your Racquet Sports Needs”
503-399-8681 • 1073 Commercial SE
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Have you Hugged Your Mechanic Today
That’s what you’ll see on a big sign outside
of LeDoux’s Auto Service. In a nutshell,
that’s what LeDoux’s is all about, individual
relationships - and intimate ones at that with a little popcorn thrown in.
Sure, most businesses spend lots of talk,
time and money trying to get you to believe
that they really, really care about each and
every relationship between their customers
and them. That’s the smart business thing to
do and it’s taught as such in every business
seminar you’ll ever attend. But how many
of them really ever employ it every day,
consistently? LeDoux’s does (you could say
they LeDoux-it), and that’s why you’ll want
to hug them after your experience there.
They mean it, and you’ll know it.
What’s two of the most important decisions
made (men at least) when you move to a new
town? Where do I find a good barber and
where’s a dependable, honest mechanic?
Bad choices here can lead to disaster. The
proverbial bad haircut’s going to be seen by
everyone for some time, and a bad mechanic
could cost you lots of money and lots of
wasted time.
I’m lucky. I married into a great barber,
now retired, Don Prodzinski, he of Don’s
Style and Barber Shop for nearly 40 years on
South Liberty across from the Sunnyslope
Shopping Center. Many of you reading this
column grew up chuckling at Don‘s jokes
while he cut your hair, so you know what I’m
talking about. And I found LeDoux’s Auto

Service because of my work on KBZY, where
he’s advertised for years. But I digress.
Let’s get back to Gary LeDoux.
November 16, 1945. Little Gary was born
in the Silverton Hospital (his parents lived
in Woodburn but Silverton had the “good”
hospital).
LeDoux was raised in Woodburn (He
was the second oldest out of 5 boys and 6
girls. Can you say, “big family”?) but Mount
Angel had the school Gary’s parents wanted
him to attend, the all-boys Mount Angel
Prep School (funny, he doesn’t seem like a
preppy). He was a member of the very last
graduating class in 1964.
Wife, Betsy, attended Mt Angel Academy,
an all-girls school. It closed before her senior
year so she became a member of the first
graduating class of Kennedy High School in
1965. They knew each other growing up. So
well, in fact, that they got married right after
her graduation in July, 1965, at Elmendorf
Air Force Base, Alaska. Gary was stationed
there, working in security. He’d joined the
Air Force right out of high school.
After his discharge in 1968, they moved
back to Woodburn and Gary found work
with a finance company. A year later, he left
for a brief stint at Avis Rent-Car in Salem and
then spent four years at Curly’s Dairy. That
was followed by 14 years with UPS, where
LeDoux rose to manager. But Gary had
saved up his pennies and in 1986 he decided
he wanted to own his own business.

At Large: Bill Isabell
With his father’s encouragement ringing
in his ear, “if you ever become a mechanic
I’ll kick your butt”, Gary bought a Shell
station at the corner of Lancaster and Center
Streets. He ran it for 3 years, but squeezed
between the oil company and his customers
on gas prices, that was NOT one of his most
enjoyable life experiences. He opted out in
1989 and bought the Original Muffler Shop
on Silverton Road. But if one business was
good, he thought, two should be better, so
he bought the second Original Muffler Shop
on Triangle Drive in South Salem.
In 1992, realizing that running two
businesses was a lot more work and a lot
more stress, and when the spotted owl
controversy cost him some forest service
contracts, and measure 5 cuts to public safety
cost him some state contracts, he closed
the Silverton Road shop and concentrated
on the South Salem location. It was a
good decision. His business prospered and
outgrew the Triangle Drive facility. In 2005,
Gary moved to his present, much larger,
building at 20th Street SE. At last, room for
the sacred popcorn machine!
Gary’s mantra, “Home of the HONEST

For his bravery and ability, Raymond was
awarded one of the nation’s highest honors,
the Distinguished Flying Cross. An honor
earned by some familiar names like Charles
Lindberg and Amelia Earhart.
After the war, dad ran an auto shop in
Woodburn, “LeDoux’s Auto Service” (so
that’s where Gary got the name) that he
ran for about 3 years. Sadly, and ironically,
Raymond, after going without so much as
a scratch in the war, lost an eye in a shop
accident in1951.
Grandfather, Louis, had started this family
auto service trend in 1917 with LeDoux’s
Super Service & Auto Shop (now that’s a
name, Gary). It was the first auto repair
shop in Woodburn. He tore it down in 1935,
and built a new building subsequently sold
to its current occupant, NAPA Auto Parts,
in 1974.
His mom’s dad, Frank Brack, was a selfsufficient farmer. Gary was around his
influence often when he helped out with
milking and berry picking.
Gary’s claim-to-fame (besides knowing Roy

Salem’S FirSt ChoiCe
If it’s happening in Salem,
you’ll hear it on KBZY 14 ninety.

•
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•
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NelsoN’s Neighborhood Weekday MorNiNgs 5aM to 9aM
doc NelsoN, roy dittMaN, rick alleN, bill isabell
terry sol Weekdays 9aM to 3pM
JustiN herr Weekdays 3pM to 7pM
WolfMaN Jack MoNday thru friday 7pM to 8pM,
suNday 1pM to 6pM
rich bailey WeekNights 8pM to MidNight
WeNdy paulsoN MidNight to 5aM
Music froM the 50s, 60s and 70s, LocaL news, weather, traffic, sports,
high schooL footbaLL and basketbaLL gaMes with Mark and Jerry giLMan,
and wiLLaMette university footbaLL and basketbaLL.

Mechanic” is a result of the lousy auto
service he experienced, personally, and
the influence of his role models, his dad
and two granddads. And great role models
they were, all employing old fashion values
where “your word was your bond”.
His dad, Raymond LeDoux, served in the
Army Air Corp in 1941 as a bombardier/
navigator on B17s. After taking a direct
hit over Cologne, Germany in 1944, he
navigated the plane, without equipment,
back to North Amsted, England, saving every
one on board. Pictures in Gary’s shop cause
you to wonder how an airplane, that heavily
damaged, could even fly, much less make
it all the way from Germany to England. It
looks like it has the aerodynamics of a brick.

Dittman) is his distant cousin, pictured with
him in the shop (and mentioned in Garth
Brooks current hit, Good Ride Cowboy), the
late country singing star, Chris LeDoux.
Today, Gary and Betsy have 3 grown boys,
Gary, 40, Darren, 39, and Greg, 38, and
three grandkids aged from 10 to 14.
Gary also does some volunteer community
work. He’s the outgoing president of the
Salem Executive Association and has been
on the auto mechanic’s advisory board at
Chemeketa Community College since 1990.
LeDoux says his biggest challenges
faced over the years (besides his 50+ hour
work-weeks), has been finding skilled and
Continued on next page
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experienced mechanics. He’s got two now.
John, “The Iron Carburetor”, Dotter (my
vette man because he owns one too) has
been with Gary for 17 years. Ralph Presleigh
(no relation to Elvis but the name sounds
the same), who owned A&M Auto Service in
independence for 8 years, joined Gary three
months ago.
Gary’s hobbies, if he ever has time to get
back to them, are hunting and fishing. The
fish and animals are safe for now because
he’s in no hurry for that time-producing
retirement. He likes what he does too
much.
So for those of you out there in “readerland”,
if you’ve found your trustworthy barber or
stylist, but not yet the elusive, skilled, honest
mechanic, and could use one along with a
little love, head on down to LeDoux’s Auto
Service and give Gary a great big, greaseless,
you hope, hug (no kisses, please). And
while you’re there, have yourself some free
popcorn.

Jackson’s Books:
Serving Salem for 28 Years
Jackson’s Books, Salem’s only independent
full-service bookstore, has been across the
street from the Civic Center at the corner of
Liberty and Trade Streets in Pringle Park
Plaza since November 1977. It has been
owned and managed by Carole Nielsen
Fewx and Greg Millard since March 1985.
The Salem Chamber of Commerce named
Jackson’s its 2004 Small Business of the
Year.
Bob and Rosemary Jackson moved
from California to open a bookstore after
researching both the business and the city
of Salem. But they had not realized just
how much work running a small business
involved and, after a little over 7 years, they
sold it to Northwest natives Carole and Greg
and moved to South Carolina.
Carole, who was born in Portland and lived
in Seattle and Monmouth before moving
to Salem, had worked for the Jackson’s

Dean Craig, Branch Manager
dean@personnelsource.com
1555 Hawthorne Ave. NE
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Book Talk: Brian Aveney
since February 1983, learning the business
with hopes of eventually opening her own
bookstore. When the Jacksons offered to
sell, she contacted brother-in-law Greg to
ask him to handle the business side.
Greg was raised in Tacoma, and has an
MBA from Willamette University. While
working as a technical writer in Saudi
Arabia he met his wife Gala while she was
visiting her parents. Greg returned to the
US and taught business courses at Clatsop
Community College in Astoria where
he commuted between the college and
bookstore until the academic year ended.
Carole and Greg have been fortunate to
have their children with them in the store.
Carole’s children Aaron and Caitlin, and
Greg’s children Cameron, Jordan, Dallin
and Jackson have all worked in the family
business.
One of Greg and Carole’s early innovations
was introducing author events where
presentations were followed by book
signings. The first featured Johnny Cash,
whose Man in White is a novelization of the
life of the Apostle Paul. Today, they host 78 events a month, with a special emphasis
on Northwest authors. Some have drawn as
many as 300 people, and they have had to
arrange staggered times to minimize waiting
for book signings. They also have a strong
relationship with Salem Public Library and
often collaborate on author events.
Two of the biggest draws are true-crime
writer Ann Rule and Northwest outdoor
writer Patrick McManus. Rule often draws
crime victims and their families, some of
whom she has written about, and others who
just want to tell her their personal stories.
When McManus comes to town many fans
bring him cans of fish and big fish stories.
On February 23rd, Corvallis author
William McCash will discuss his new book,
Bombs Over Brookings, about the Japanese
bombings of the Oregon Coast in September
1942. Author events start at 5:30pm,
allowing downtown workers to avoid rushhour traffic in an enjoyable and educational
way.

Every second Thursday, Jackson’s host
sessions for Writers on Writing. This
month’s event on February 9th features
Bruce Holland Rogers of Eugene. Poetry
readings are held every third Thursday. This
month the theme is “Love” and on February
16th, the readers will be James Bertolino,
Richard Donin and Sharon Wood Wortman.
More details on events may be found on the
store’s website, www.jacksonsonsbooks.
com, and the Statesman Journal posts their
events on the Sunday book page.
Jackson’s offers a 10% discount on the
selected titles of over 25 local book clubs and
reading groups. A selection may be found
on the website, along with listings of author
events, staff picks, and weekly bestsellers.
Readers wanting to know the current books
for particular clubs and groups may email
or call the bookstore.
The store carries a broad range of books
and magazines, and has an especially strong
and inviting children’s book section. Their
Frequent Reader Program offers Reader
Rewards after every fifteenth purchase.
They will special order any book in-print
and do out-of-print title searches.
As bookselling has changed over the
years, Carole and Greg have gone off-site,
taking books to events such as the Oregon
Educational Media Association conference,
the Marion County Health Department
conference on adolescent issues, and the
Community Action Directors of Oregon
conference.
Jackson’s Books is in Pringle Park Plaza at
320 Liberty St SE, Salem 97301, 503-399-8694,
Fax: 503-588-2161, mail@jacksonsbooks.com.
They are open 9-7 Monday through Friday, 9-5
Saturday, and 12-5 Sunday.
Contributing Editor Brian Aveney is a selfconfessed biblioholic with an MLS from the
Columbia University School of Library Service,
503-675-0951, baveney@comcast.net.
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The Lighting Gallery
Visit our showroom at:
2425 25th Street SE
Salem, OR 97302
503-364-2715
www.LightupSalem.com

Featuring

Greg Millard, Dace Berzins and Judy Barker of Jackson’s Books
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Willamette Model Drives Western Expansion
by Bruce Arnold
Salem-based
Willamette
Financial
Group, LLC, a fully integrated financial
services company, today announced the
addition of three new advisors in California,
Washington and Hawaii. According to
Alan Koloen, Willamette’s President, C.
Thomas Thames in Woodbridge, CA; Steven
McCarthy in Colfax, WA and Craig Wayne
in Honolulu, HI joined Willamette Financial
Group increasing Willamette’s distribution
network to 5 states.
Founded in June of 2003, the business
model of Willamette Financial Group, LLC
was designed to attract highly qualified,
experienced financial advisors who wanted
more control over their practices and better
service for their clients. “I was a division
manager for a national financial services
firm for 19 years,” said Koloen. “ I trained
scores of advisors, and managed offices
across Oregon and Washington. But I had
no equity in the company. The advisors I
worked with were getting burned out with
little to look forward to at the end of their
career.”
Koloen used his own money to open his
first office in Salem. The move immediately
attracted Rex Brenton, who had worked
alongside Koloen for 13 years. “We didn’t
want the yoke of corporate tyranny around
our necks,” said Brenton, who is a partner
with Koloen in one of three Willamette
Financial Portland branches.
“One of the keys to my practice today
is the “open architecture” provided by
Willamette,” says Brenton. “I’m free to invest
in multiple asset classes across multiple
fund companies. I’m also free to use the
best, most appropriate analytical and asset
allocation tools available with Willamette’s
full support. I’m no longer constrained by
the very limited list of funds and proprietary
products available to me when I was working
in a captive environment.”
The “open architecture’ model employed
by Willamette seams to be working. 2005
revenues for the company increased 38.4%.
The firm also reported a 57.7% increase
in assets under management for the year,
according to Koloen.

WOODEN NICKEL PUB & EATERIES
Burgers ~ Steaks ~ Seafood ~ Pasta
In-house bakery
Full Service Catering & Custom BBQ’s

Visit us online at:

www.WoodenNickel.com
1610 Pine St, Silverton • 503-873-9979
108 N Center St, Sublimity • 503-769-8181

“We’ve innovated in our business structure
and in our business practices,” says Koloen.
“And we’ve taken that innovative spirit into
every aspect of our operation, including the
use of secure computing technology. Our
firm is almost completely paperless, and
with the standards set by federal regulators,
that’s not small accomplishment.”
“Not only is it great for us as advisers,
but it makes our ability to serve our clients
that much better,” said Steve Dunn, who
spent three years working on Wall Street
before joining Willamette Financial. The
paperless environment means Willamette
Financial advisers are freed from the task
of photocopying every piece of paper and
e-mail. It also saves the company from

making about 1 million copies a year. “The
money we save goes back into the business
of serving our advisors and their clients at
the highest level,” says Koloen.
Willamette Financial Group, LLC is
headquartered in Salem, Oregon. As
of December 31 2005, Willamette’s 38
advisors
managed
$313,146,940.00
in client assets from offices in Oregon,
Washington, California, Idaho and Hawaii.
For information about Willamette Financial
Group, or career opportunities log onto
www.wfgadvisors.com.
Bruce Arnold is a Salem-based communications
and marketing consultant. He can be reached at
brucearnold@comcast.net

Museum Receives Grant,
Donations in Festive Evening
Mission Mill Museum gratefully announces
that nearly $35,000 were raised on October
27 during the museum’s annual fundraising
event, Harvest Gathering. Also announced
that evening was a Meyer Memorial Trust
award the museum a grant of $198,810.  
275 guests, including Mayor Janet Taylor,
enjoyed hors d’oeuvres and wine donated
by eleven caterers and companies. South
Salem High School Key Club and hospitality
classes from North Salem and McKay
High Schools sent students to assist in
serving, and they did an outstanding job.
Performances of World War I living history
were presented by museum volunteers. Jim
Johnson, Jr., emceed the event. Acordia of
Oregon was the event’s sponsor. In-kind
sponsors include: ABC Printing, In House
Graphics, Knecht’s Auto parts, Pendleton
Woolen Mills, Red Lion Hotel of Salem, and
Summit Sportswear Inc.
Guests were able to bid at a silent auction
featuring textiles, from Pendleton items to
handwoven works from the Salem Fiberarts
Guild. The auction raised approximately
$2,700. Those who gave $1,000 during the
event received a woolen blanket made from
fabric woven on the mill’s automatic loom
during tours.

Mac’s Place
Historic Bar & Grill in the Heart of Downtown Silverton

Creekside Dining • Families welcome ‘til 8 pm
Sandwiches, Pasta & Pizza
Live Music Schedule Online at:

www.WoodenNickel.com
201 N Water St, Silverton • 503-873-2441

Last year’s event kicked off the start
of a campaign to raise $1.3 million for a
variety of important endeavors, including
crucial capital improvements. Mission Mill
Museum initially received a Save America’s
Treasures grant from the National Park
Service for $250,000, which had to be
matched dollar for dollar. This grant was
ear-marked for Phase One: rehabilitating
the Thomas Kay Woolen Mill, one of Salem’s
landmarks and the centerpiece of the fiveacre site. The Mill Building houses museum

displays and artifact storage, provides
revenue from room rental, and shelters
many textile and fiber art practitioners
and educational programs. This is the first
major exterior rehabilitation undertaken on
the structure since it was built in 1896.
The second phase of this massive
undertaking includes work on the cornice
of the Mill Building, but extends beyond
the main Mill Building to some of the
outbuildings. Artifact storage facilities are
also scheduled for changes.
As Mission Mill Museum continues
to receive donations of textiles, such as
blankets produced at regional woolen mills,
and other items, current storage needs to
be expanded and altered. Rolled storage
for textiles will be added. The museum’s
large storage area will receive enhanced
shelving to organize the space where large
mill-related artifacts are housed. This will
create room for machinery from Northwest
mills and some of the items currently stored
in exhibit space.
Phase Three of Mission Mill Museum’s
project is to create funds for gallery exhibits
and ongoing preservation projects, as well
as an endowment to permit future work
projects to be supported. It includes work
on The Picker House, where wool was
initially processed: interpretation will be
installed and security enhanced to open it to
the public for the first time.
The late Fred G. Meyer, founder of the
retail stores that carry his name, created
the Meyer Memorial Trust, established in
1982 as a private, independent foundation.
The Trust makes grants in Oregon and
Continued on next page
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Location, Location, Location!
Just as location is important in real
estate, location is also important in
determining compensation levels. Your
pay can vary by more than 32 percentage
points, depending on where you live in
the United States. Salary differentials
are greater at the lower end, and are less
pronounced as positions require greater
experience and managerial skills in the
higher executive levels.
While wages and average real estate
prices have some correlation in any given
geographic area, other factors also affect
wages. The desirability of a location, and
thus, the potential supply of workers,
greatly influence wage rates. For example,

many people choose to live in
Hawaii because of the climate,
activities available, and natural
beauty.
The economy there
is tourism based, which generally does
not pay as well as other fields. The cost
of living, however, is very high – most
goods have to be shipped in. There is a
limited amount of land on which to build,
and there is great demand for a piece of
paradise. These factors make real estate
prices in Hawaii very high, and the average
worker can’t afford to buy a house.
Some of the country’s largest companies
are based in locations – small towns and
states – not perceived to be desirable.

Human Resources: Alice Berntson

Continued from previous page

Clark County, Washington, to tax-exempt
applicants for a variety of purposes. Fred
Meyer himself was a great supporter of
local and regional community, buying
local products for his stores when possible
and keeping local businesses afloat in hard
times. The Trust has awarded funds in 76%
of Oregon’s incorporated communities,
totaling close to $375,000,000 in grants
since its inception.
Mission Mill Museum interprets the history
of Jason Lee’s Methodist Mission to Oregon
which settled the Willamette Valley in 1834
before the major Oregon Trail migrations.
The missionaries brought formal education,
industry, and large scale agriculture and
advocated for U.S. government in the
Oregon country. Mission Mill also interprets

the history of the Thomas Kay Woolen Mill
which produced wool products from 1889 to
1962 and represents one of Oregon’s earliest
and strongest industries.
Mission Mill Museum preserves Mission
houses, an Oregon Trail settler house,
an historic church, and the structures,
equipment, and original water-power
turbine of the Thomas Kay Woolen Mill with
related artifacts. The museum’s two histories
are shared with visitors through daily and
group tours, interpretation, speakers, living
history, children’s programs, hands-on
activities, special events, the museum store,
and rental facilities.
For more information, call 503-585-7012
or visit the website www.missionmill.org.

There is not great demand for housing
in places like Moline, Illinois, to fuel real
estate prices that are escalating in other
parts of the country. The cost of living
in general is lower than average. Large
companies based there need high level
talent to run their businesses, however,
so wage levels are high, to be able to
attract qualified employees to their “less
desirable” location.
Often employers adjust pay for the costof-living differences between locations.
Given the examples above, this approach
is not the most effective one, however.
Supply and demand of applicants for each
available job, and desirability of a location
all should have a role in setting wage
levels for each position. A business with
employees in only the local area generally
look to labor market rates, as well as their
competition, in determining appropriate
salary levels within their company.
Pay differences present a challenge
for larger employers that have workers
in multiple locations throughout the
country. These employers sometimes
have base rates for jobs, with additions
or subtractions from the base rate,
determined by the location.
These
modifications from the base rate need to
be established on valid criteria, not just
the consumer price index level for each

location. There are more complicated
issues beyond moving from a relatively
high-salary level to a low-salary level
area, or vice versa.
Determining wage levels for jobs can
be complicated. Location is a factor, but
certainly not the only one.
Alice Berntson is the owner of Spectrum Human
Resources consulting firm, providing clients
with a full spectrum of human resources services
and solutions. She has more than 20 years of
results-oriented experience in all areas of human
resources and is a certified Senior Professional
in Human Resources. Contact Alice at 503-4288633 or by email at alice@spectrum-hr.com.
Visit the firm’s website at www.spectrumhr.com, for additional information.
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Ethical Leadership
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George Fox MBA
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City of Salem Construction Permits
Commercial Remodel
555 Liberty St. SE
City of Salem- City Hall
503-588-6256

Home Addition
3584 4th AV S
ASIC System
503-999-8362

Home Remodel
2966 Twin Oak PL NW
Bud Blagge
503-363-4383

Commercial Alteration
3160 Blossom Dr. NE #104
Jessie Johnson
206-325-2553

Commercial Alteration
220 Liberty St. SE
Karl Anderson
503-364-2099

Commercial Remodel
2900 25th St. SE
Michael Botchie
503-429-1042

Accessory Structure
935 Hansen Ave. S
John Shirley
503-371-1140

Home Addition
2380 Dalke Ridge Dr. NW
Ryan Shweitzer
541-979-8480

Freestanding Erect Sign
3121 Blossom Dr. NE
Martin Bros INC
503-364-2211

Commercial Addition
3121 Blossom Dr. NE
Martin Bros INC
503-364-2211

Commercial Alteration
230 Liberty St. SE
Karl Anderson
503-364-2099

Commercial Alteration
1302 Lancaster Dr. NE
Ken Spearing
503-624-5600

Accessory Structure
2160 Jewel St. NW
John Shirley
503-371-1140

Home Addition
2275 Cricket CT. S
Angie Saddler
503-315-9911

Home Addition
1161 23rd St. NE
FXG
503-409-3297

Commercial Remodel
401 Center St. NE #292
Clayton Vorse
503-581-4114

Commercial Alteration
1200 Hawthorne Ave. NE
Sam Gollah
503-550-4600

Sign Erection
1050 Lancaster Dr. NE
Cascade Signs & Neon
503-378-0012

Duplex
1170 Norway St. NE
Vince Stanley- VJ Corp
503-991-6477

Commercial Remodel
1230 State St.
Pacific Rim Contracting
503-655-7791

Home Addition
2130 Marvin Ct. NW
Alan Roth
503-767-3603

Commercial Addition
5000 Deer Park Dr. SE #78
Benton Electric INC
503-967-1244

New Commercial
4340 Commercial St. SE
ALL ELECTRIC
503-851-1704

New Commercial
2111 Alex Ave SE
Scott Mossman
971-246-1439

Fire System
1260 Highland Ave. NE
A Professional Fire Systems
503-632-4353

Home Addition
1895 Grant St. NE
Arnold Kujala
503-587-8833

Garage Demolition & Rebuild
1660 Nebraska Ave NE
Dales Remodeling
503-370-7609

Fire System Alteration
2600 Pringle Rd. SE
Jan Bayless
503-588-5262

Change of Occupancy
1962 Davcor St. SE
Leatha Cyphert
503-945-6971

Commercial Remodel
4600 25th Ave NE
Voicestream Wireless
503-513-0002

Change of Occupancy
4001 Fairview Industrial Dr. SE
McIntyre Construction
541-687-2841

Home Addition
1313 Sundance PL NW
Talmage Construction
503-743-3450

New Commercial
891 23rd St. NE
Tina Barnes
541-521-2477

New Commercial
4747 Skyline Rd. S
Kim Arbuckle
503-581-4114

New Commercial
3524 Fisher Rd. NE
JET Heating INC
503-363-2334

Commercial Alteration
4336 Commercial St. SE 140
Larry Arnold
503-509-1839

Commercial Alteration
4060 Fairview Industrial Dr. SE
B & B Installations INC
503-635-6753

Home Addition
3184 Elliot St. NW
Pacific Lifestyles Homes
800-713-9333

Commercial Structure
4190 Aumsville HW SE
Murase Studio
503-242-1477

Commercial Repair
100 High St. NE
Richard Rothweiler
503-581-4114

$7.00 off ANY oil change AND a free car wash
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Nopp’s
Jewelry & Art

201 Commercial NE
Salem • 503-399-0333

Coming in March
Focus on Keizer

Support Your Arts Community

Congratulations to our 2005 Award Winners!
Experience in Real Estate really does make the difference.

Bob Knight

Chet Graham

Phil Currie

Ike Albert

Teri Giumelli

Alan Burk

Customer
Service
Award

Rookie
of the
Year

Diana McGowan

Paula Fordham

Dan Hughes

Dana Burk

Hal Sheldon

Lori Frazier

Dick Giffiths

Cecily Parks

Peggy Kernan

Duane Zitek

Alfredo Urena

725 Commercial Street SE • Salem, Oregon
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Prequalification – Know your buying power
100% Financing Programs
Jess Haines
Senior Loan Officer
FHA / VA
725 Commercial Street SE
New Construction
503-540-1950
Investment Properties
503-949-9644
Competitive Rates
www.responseloans.com/jhaines

